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Saxton, Sheldon E. l 9bl . The development of first year grass seedlings 
on an upland site under mowed and unrnowed condi t i ons in Pawnee 
Count y, Kansas. 
The st udy area , having a t ot al of 434 acres, was placed in the 11Soil 
Bank" in 1958. 
A sor ghum cover crop was seeded in spring of 1959 and t he area was 
seeded to grass on November 25, 1959. 
Rate and mixture of seeded grasses wer e as follows : three pounds of 
blue grama per acre; three pounds of bluestem mix per acre which includes 
big bluestem, l ittle bluesta~, Indian grass, and side- oats grama; and 
three pounds of switch grass per acre . 
An upl and site was selected for detailed study and was divided equally 
into an unmowed and mowed area. 
On July 14, 19oO, the area surrounding the unmowed a rea was mowed at 
a height of seven inches . 
Mulch was cl ipped at four different dates to determine amount of 
sor ghum mulch and rate of decomposit ion. 
The microclimate was sampl ed with appropriate instruments. Factors 
measur ed were air and soil t emperature , relative humidity, evaporation, 
light int ensit y , and wind veloci~y on both the mowed and unmowed a reas . 
A soil profile descr iption v1as written and soil moistures were 
determined weekly for the growing season. 
Density, frequency, and composition were determined for both weedy 
species and seeded gr ass . In addition, percent flowering was determined 
f or the lat ter on bot h t he mowed and unmowed areas . 
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A series of three list quad.rats were estaolished and charted at the 
beginning and end of the growing season in both areas to detennine how each 
seeded species responded to weedy competition. Responses to competition 
were also studied by growth measurements and root bisects. 
Results were as follows : (1) The amount of mulch left after one year 
of decomposition was l . GG tons per acre, a loss of 2.31 tons from the 
original of 3.53 tons. (G) Mechanical analysis indicated a high clay 
content from O.o to 5.0 f eet. (3) The mowed area had a higher per,cent-
age of soil moisture than the unmowed ar ea with exception of September 
when sorghum regrowth on the mowed area required more moisture than matured 
weedy species i n the wunowed area. (4) Weekly average maximum and minimum 
air temperatures and maximum soil temperatures of the mowed area were 
several degrees cooler than on the unmowed a rea. (5) Relative humidity 
did not vary greatly between the unmowed and mowed areas . (6) Evaporation, 
wind velocity, and light intensity were greater i n the mowed area than 
in the unmowed area throughout the growing season. (7) Grass seedlings in 
the unmowed area showed signs of environmental stress earlier and more 
completely than grass seedlings of the mowed area . (8) Switch grass and 
blue grama usually were a little more advanced vegetatively in the mowed 
area than in the unmowed area. (9) An average of 2.210 weedy plants 
occurred per square- foot. (10) Data indicated gr asses in the unmowed and 
mowed areas were very similar in vegetative distrioution with the unmowed 
area having a frequency of 74.45 percent and a density of 1 .150 percent 
while the mowed area had a frequency of 75. 55 percent and a density of 
1.057 percent. (11) Mowing greatly increased flower production of switch 
grass, blue grama, side- oats gr ama, Indian grass , little bluestem, 
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crested wheatgrass, and sand dropseed which had a flowering per-
centage of ll.67, 17.56, w .07, 20 .57, 66.67, 100.00, and 14.29 
percent, respectively, in the mowed area while the same species 
on the unmowed area had a flowering percentage of 4.94, 12 .09, 
24.24, o.o, o.o, 53.33, and 0 .0 per cent, respectively. (12) Switch 
grass, blue grama, and side- eats gra.ma plants of the mowed area had 
a much darker green healthy color, l arger inflorescences, incr eased 
seed production, and shoot height was greater than those from the 
um.owed area. (13) Crown area of switch grass and blue grama in-
creased more on the mowed than on the unmowed area. (14) Mortality 
of switch grass and blue grama was greater in the unmowed than in the 
mowed area. (15) Data indicates that broad-leaved herbaceous species 
hinder normal shoot developnent of seeded grasses by competing for 
l ight and soil moisture . (16) RDot bisects indicated that switch grass 
and side-oats grama of the mowed area had a greater maximum root pene-
tration and l ateral spread than the same pl ant'S of the unmowed area . 
Little difference occurred in development of blue grama roots on either 
area. (17) Switch grass and blue grama of the open a reas of the unmowed 
area had a greater maximum root penetration and lateral spread than the 
same plants under a To.lssian thistle. (18) Bisects of four weedy species 
showed that mare ' s- tail and lambs- quarter goosefoot had reached approx-
imately the same maximum. root penetration as the seeded grasses v1hile 
roots of tumbleweed pigweed and tickle grass ,vere in the upper two feet 
of soil . 
Resul ts l:i>f the various studies were also illustrated by photographs, 
figures , and tables. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Great Plains, often r eferred to as the Mixed Prairi e , is a 
vast region which lies in the central United States . This grassland 
association extends from Canada to the southern boundary of the United 
States and is 200 to 700 miles wide, Weaver and Albertson, 1956. The 
Rocky Mountains form the western boundary and the area gr adually fades 
into a transition zone with the true prairie through eastern North 
Dakota, South Dakota, and Nebraska, through central Kansas and Okla-
homa and into Texas . Parts of New Mexico, Colorado , Wyoming and 
Montana are also considered a part of the Great Plains or Mixed Prairie 
associa tion. Most aut horities state that the land area of the plains 
totals about 363 million acres of which 195 million or 60 percent are 
grazed annually by livestock. 
Due to the combination of adverse weather conditions , overgrazmg, 
and improper cultivation practices, the severe dust storms of 1933 to 
1940 resulted in the denudation of the grasslands . As a result of this 
denudation, some r anges had to be artifici ally seeded where cultivation 
was impracticable. 
Farm prices advanced sharply with the beginning of 7forld War II. 
Increased fann prices resulted in increased cultivation of fonner grass 
range land. Hol'lever, after World War II and the drought of 195~ to 
1956 f ann prices declined, resulting in the artificial seeding of vast 
areas of cultivated l and through the Conservation Reserve or "Soil Bank" , 
Great Plains Program, and Agricultural Conservation Program. From 
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information released by the United States Department of Agriculture , 
2 
it was estimated that Kansas baa a total of l,Mb,586 acres 
placed under the whole-tann contract of the Conservation Reserve 
as of J~ 15, 1960. In 1956., when the Conservation Reserve was 
initiated, a whole-tam contract was CQnsidered to be a tam where 
all of the eligible cropland was placed under contract with the 
governmento Most of the acreage in the western tlfO-thirda of the 
State <?f Kansas and a small acreage in the eastern one-third of the 
state was seeded to native grasses. '!be United States Department of 
Agriculture has estimated that at least one million acres have been 
seeded to native grasses under the Conservation Reserve Program with 
almost all of this acreage occurring in the western two-thirda of 
:l 
the state. 
In addition to the acreage that has been seeded under the Conser-
vation Reserve Program., a large acreage has been seeded under the 
Agricultural Conservation Program. The United States Department of 
Agriculture estimated that approximately 11)0,000 acres of cropland in 
the western part of Kansas have been seeded to native grasses under 
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Agricul.tu.re Conservation Program in the past 15 years. 
Artificial Heding of the vast cropland acreages retired under 
govemment a> ntraets has posed many problems in managanent of newly 
seeded grasses. From literature reviewed., little W0rk has been done 
on the effect of weedy vegetation on the development of first year 
grass seedlings. 
l. Private correspondence with Yr. tester R. Bramson, Head Specialist, 
Agricul.tural Conservation Program and Conservation Reserve, United 




The purpose of this research project was to follow the develop-
ment of first year gre.ss seedlings when mowed and unmowed on an up-
land site as the seedlings developed through the growing season t'rom. 
May to October. 
Ini'omation obtained from such researeh will be of value to 
people associated with technical phases of seeding as well as to 
f&mers and ranchers as they strive for better management of seeded 
grasses in the Great Plainso 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LI'IERA'IURE 
The Great Plains in general varies greatly in climatic con-
ditions f r om one year to another and even within the same growing 
season . The degr ee of success obtained in establishing grasses in 
the Great Plains depends to a large extent upon adapted varieties , 
ti.ire of seeding, seedbed preparation, rate and depth of seeding, 
met hods of seeding and management after establishment. 
Native species of the Great Plains are adapt ed to tolerate 
variable edaphic and climatic condit~ons. Some grass species require 
very fertile soil while others are a dapted to low rainfall conditions . 
Species and strains of native grasses brought from the Northern to 
the Southern Great Plains are usually unsuited to southern conditions 
while those suited to Southern Gr eat Plains cannot exist under the 
cold climate of the northern plains . Cool- season grasses are usually 
most abundant in the Northern Great Plains and warm season gr asses 
are most abundant in the Southern Great Plains. 
According to Clarke and Heinrichs (194l), Franzke and Hume , (194L), 
and Barnes et al. (19>0) cool season grasses recommended for the Nor-r.h-
ern Grea-r. Plains, which includes sou-r.hern Canada, Wyoming, Montan,:,. , 
Nor-r.h Dakota, South Dakot.:. anct Neoraskci- , consis-r.s of' crested whea-r.-
gr ass, west.ern wneai;grass , and i"eat.ner buncbgrass whiJ.e the r ecom-
menEl.ed wann sec..son grasses include only blue gra.Ilb and buffalo grass . 
In the Southern Great Plains , which consists of Kansas , Colorado, 
Oklahoma, Texas , and New Mexico, cool- season grasses recommended for 
seeding included such species as crested wheat gr ass, western wheat gr ass, and 
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Texas wintergrass while the recommended wann- season grasses in-
cl uded buffalo gr ass, bl ue grama, side- oats grarna, swi t ch grass, 
and a bluestem mixture (Bieberly et al ., 1957; Bieberly a nd Willo-
ughby, 1957; Henger, 194G; IJolson and Wasser, 1939; and Allred and 
Nixon, 1955) . 
Cool- and-warm season grasses require certain climatic and edaphic 
conditions_ for gennination. If seeded at the improper time seedlings 
have the disadvantage of competing \'lith weeds and crop seeds or may 
die as a r esult of unfavorabl e moi sture condit ions. 
Tostead (1941) found gennina.tion was decreased when seeds were not 
subjected to low temperat ur es . However, when seeds were previously 
subjected to wint er temperatures germination usually increased, thus 
indicat ing winter seeding of gr asses is usually preferred over late 
spring seeding. 
E:lcper:i.ments conducted in the Northern Great Plains by Franzke and 
Hume (19~) Barnes et. al . (195G) , and McWilliams (1954) found that 
cool - season grasses produced better stands from early fall seeding, 
September 5 to September 20, than from late fall or spr ing seeding, 
with the exception of western \'lheatgrass . The most successful stands 
of viest ern wheatgrass were obtained from rnidfall seedlings, near Oct-
ober 10 . Best results for \·1ann-season grasses were obtained between 
April .::0 and May 10. Seeding later than .Mc:1.y 10 was found unsatisfactory. 
Generally, in the Southern Great Plains, the usual practice is to 
seed warm- season grasses in the spr ing and cool- season grasses in the 
fall . Harl an and Elder (195G) and Savage and Smith (19.40) indicated 
that seeding some of the wa:nn-season grasses in the winter (December 1) 
resulted in better stands . For example, t he blueste~s , sand dropseed, 
side- oats gram.a, Indian grass, certain varieties of sand love-
grass, and S1vitch grass are generally seeded in January to April, 
while other warm-season species are seeded in September and Oct-
obero 
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Hull et al. (1958) found in Colorado that cool season grasses 
should be pl anted as earl y in the spri ng as possible, and definitely 
before May lo Fall pl anting can be widely used i n the eastern plains 
area, except for warm- season species which should be seeded i n April 
or early May. However, \vhen all f actors are considered, fall pl anting 
is frequently the most practical when seeding large a r eas in Col o-
rado o 
Because of commonly occurring spring droughts , Burnham (1955) found 
that l ate- f all or early-spring pl anting in eastern New Mexico was not 
advisable. The best planting date is just before the summer rainy 
season which occurs in l atter June or earl y July. 
For protection of newly established seedlings througnout t he 
Great Pl ains many authorities prefer a cereal mulch crop over bare 
cropland or range l ando Range l and usually provides too much compe-
tion for successful establishment of grass seedlings on bare crop-
l and. Usually cereal: crops are seeded in mid- and l ate- summer and are 
clipped hi gh to prevent volunteer seeding of the crop. If mulch crops 
are handled properly several advantages afford protection for t he 
young grass seedlingso Some of the advant ages of cereal stubbl e in-
clude a weed- free seedbed, protection of soi l surface from wind and 
water erosion, increased water absorpt ion and decr eased moisture 
evaporation, keeps the soil surface loose and friable and prevents 
soil from drying and baking. 
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Clarice and Heinruchs (1941), in the Northern Great Plains, 
recommended seeding directly into wheat stubble without any seed-
bed preparation. 
Cooper~ al. (1957) and Ba.mes et al. (1950) indicated that 
small-grain stubbles, such as wheat and oats were best for seeding 
when almost free from volunteer growth or excessive weeds. Small-
grain stubbles are generally used for fall grass seeding. Seeding 
is done in the stubble cover without any seedbed preparation at 
seeding time. However, sorghum stubbles and clean-tilled seedbeds 
are also used to a certain extent in the northern Great Plains. 
Hull !!:!• (1958) and Harlan and Elder (195~) recommended 
seeding in a sorghum mulch on hard and sandy lands of the Southern 
Great Plains. A close-drilled, usually 8 to 10 inches, stand of 
sorghum, sudan, cane, kaffir, or a similar crop is established t he 
year before grass seeding. According to Hull et al. (1958), the 
sorghum mulch stand is established in mid-to late- June in eastern 
Colorado while in New :Mexico, Burnham (1955) recommends establish-
ment of a serghum mulch stand in July or early August. Sorghum is 
not allowed to mature and is usually clipped at a height of 8 to 18 
inches depending on different state recommendations . Usually in the 
Southern Great Plains the grass is seeded in sorgbwn stubble without 
any further seedbed preparation. Wheat stubble, weed cover, and 
fallow land a.re not suitable for seeding in the Southern Great Plains. 
In sandy areas of western Kansas, Atwood and Johson (1952) 
found that excellent stands of grasses were obtained when sand sage 
brush, soapweed, and dropseed were removed from depleted rangeland 
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before seeding grasses. 
Seedillg rate and depth of seeding are consider ed vital fact-
ors i n grass establishment. Seeding rate usually varies from the 
Northern Great Plains to the Southern Great Plains but the depth 
of seeding b consistant and varies with differ ent types of soil and 
from species to species. 
Mcllilliams (1954) found i n North Dakota that eight pounds of 
seed per acre were needed to produce satisfactory stands of cool-
season gr asses while only five pounds per acre produced satisfact ory 
stands of warm- season grasses on heavy soil s. 
Hull et.!_!. (1958) recommended a mixture of blue grama, side-
oats grama and western wheatgrass to be seeded at a rate of six to 
seven pounds per acre on hard.lands in Colorado. 
In southwestern Kansas, Bi eberly et al. (1957) indicated that 
seven t o eight pounds of seed per acre on heavy soils were needed t o 
produce satisfactory stands of warm- season grasses while only one to 
three pounds per acre produced satisfactory stands of warm .. season 
grasses on heavy soils. 
Riegel (1944) found that seeding twelve pounds of blue grama 
seed per acre in residues of sudan-grass r esul t ed in a 16.S percent 
cover at the end of the first growing season. O&Uaily seeding of 
blue grama is not recommended at such a high rat e. 
In Morton County, Kansas, Atwood and Johnson (1952) found that 
when 2.5 pounds per acre of sand lovegrass was broadcast by airplane 
on a one-way seedbed, excellent stands resulted. 
Most grasses have small seeds. Many seeding f ailures result 
from planting the seed too deeply. Depth at whi ch grasses are seed.ed 
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varies with size of seed, promptness of germination, texture of soil 
and condition of the seedbed. Generally, throughout the Great 
Plains, the larger the seeds, such as wheatgrass, the deeper they 
can be planted; and the smaller the seed, such as blue grama or 
sand l ovegrass, the more shallow they should be planted. On the 
other hand, grasses seeded on hardlands require a shallow depth of 
1/2 to 3/4 inch while grasses seeded on sandy land requires a 
depth of 1/2 to 1-incb depending on the species seeded. Cool- eeason 
grasses generally produce better stands lihen seeded at depths of 1/2• 
inch while warm- season grasses generally produce better stands when 
seeded a t depths of 1/4- to 1/2- inch . There.fore, seeding depths, in 
general, are uniform throughout the p1ains region. HcWilliams (1954) 
has done considerable work in depths of planting in the Northern 
Great Plains. 
There are many types and makes of seeding equipment lliD.ch of 
which is adapted to special seeding conditions. Perhaps the most common 
method of seeding is with special grass drills . According to Bull 
et al. (1958) , grass disk drills are of two types, the single-disk 
and double-disk drill. The single-disk drill is usually used for 
seeding ranges and is particularly adapted for seeding bard and brushy 
seedbeds. The double-c!.isk drill is useful for seeding in stubble 
and on well- prepared seedbeds. 'Ille single-disk can be obtained in 
standard, sellli.-c!.eep, and deep- furrow models. 
Atwood and Johnson (1952) stated that an average of 2 , 000 acres 
per day can be seeded by airplane which cannot be equalled by ground 
seeding methods . 
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Bunch and Roberts (co 1956) indicated that airplane seeding 
is limited by size of the field, possible landing place and seed 
which can be broadcast from the air. Only those seeds which will 
lodge and germinate without being covered by soil should be con-
s i dered in airplane seeding. 
In studies conducted in 1930 by the Fort Hays Experiment 
Station, Savage (1934) found that the use of a manure spreader was 
successful in broadcasting buffalo grass sods. 
New stands of grass 1111.11,t be protected until the grass is well 
established and managed to encourage rapid growth of the seedlings, 
a deep root system, and food reserves. 
Schnell (1956) indicated that best results were obtained in 
North Dakota whwn seeded grasses were mowed to a three-to- four-
inch stubble or when a 2,4-D amine wa s applied at a rate of 3/4 
pint per acre for control of weeds in seedlings that have reached 
the four-leaf stage~ 
Bieberly et al. (1957) found that applying a maximum of 1/4 
pound of 2,4-D acid ester per acre after the seedling grasses have 
reached the five- or six- leaf stage gave best results in controlling 
broad-leaved weeds. However, sometimes eradicating broad- leaved 
weeds with 2,4-D in new ! tands of grass may not always be beneficial. 
If broad-leaved weeds are eliminated, weedy 3rasses, such as foxtail 
and crabgrass, make more rapid growth, and may be more injurious 
to new grass seedlings ~an board-leaved weeds. 
Buffalo grass is less tolerant of 2,4-D than most other grasses 
and may be injured if applied more tha.n onoe in a sea son or with a 
heavy application. 
Water should always be used as a carrier instead of oil 
for applying 2,4~. 
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According to Bunch and Roberts (c. 1956), a good rule of thwnb 
is never stock any native grass with over one animal unit for each 
six or eight acres. The stocking rate may even be ten to twenty 
acres per animal unit depending on rainfall, richness of soil, and 
de.nsi ty of grass. 
After two years of clipping on short grasses in west-central 
Kansas, Albertson et al. (1953) found t.hat roots were markedly 
affected by close clipping. When closely clipped, amount s of tops 
and roots were eeduced more than 50 percent in comparison to 
rooderate and light clipping. 
Tomanek and Albertson (1953) found that a nongrazed pasture 
produced 2, 296 pounds of forage per acre compared to 1,323 pounds 
for a heavily grazed pasture. Also variations in vigor of the plants 
subjected to different intensities of use were found to affect the 
differences in height and number of stems per unit area. Plants 
from the area which was subjected to heavy use in past years were 
much shorter and had only about one-half as many stems per unit 
area , s did those of an ungrazed pasture. 
Schnell (1956) indicated that car eful management during the 
first two years will add to survival and production of new grass 
stands. During the first season new grass seedings should not be 
grazed. When two years old they can be grazed only moderately. 
CHAPTER Ill 
DESCRlPTION OF AREA 
The study area was located adjacent to the Pawnee-Hodgeman County 
line one-fourth mile north and two mil.es west of Burdette, Kansaa, and 
approximately twenty-two miles west of Lamed, Kansas, on the Frank 
Brownlee farmo '!he legal description of the area is E 1/2 of NW 1/ 4 of 
Section 19, Browns Grove Township 21S, Range 20W in Pawnee County, Kansas. 
Topography of the research area consists prlllar:ily of low rounded 
hills which are separated by many small valleys carved by several. small 
tributaries of Pawnee Creek. 
Pawnee Valley enters Pawnee County fran the west near Burdette, 
Kansas, and joins the Arkansas Valley near La.med. According to McLaugh-
lin (1949), Pawnee Valley consists of a relatively fiat alluvial plain 
divided by ma.ey abandoned channels of Pawnee Creeko Adjacent to the 
bottomland is a broad fiat terrace which generally extends approximately 
a mile or more on each side of the botto.mlando Tffi:> tel"l'Qces can be o~ 
served in several. places adjacent to Pawnee Creek., but in some areas the 
terraces are very difficult to recognize because of the dissection by 
sma.11 stream tributaries entering Pawnee Creek. The lowennost ten-ace, 
which is most prominent of the two terraces, is about twenty feet above 
the flood plain of Pawnee Creek and the upper terrace is about 50 or 60 feet 
above the flood plain. The lower part of the research area is located on 
the lower edge of the higher terrace. Soil developed on the terrace 
deposits is moderately thick am may average bO feet or more in depth. 
Terrace soil deP9sits consist primarily of silt and clay covering 
and overlying bedrock. According to :McLaughlin (1949), origin of the de-
posits is not clearly understood. They- do not resemble the 
coarse-grained terrace deposits of the major streams lying in 
Southwestern Kansas. Soils of the val.leyma.y have been derived 
primarily from fine-grained sedimentary- rocks in the areas to the 
west but origin may be colluvial in nature. 
Soil color of the terrace deposits in genera.l is a light tan 
to brown clay with silt containing sane caliehe and interbedded with 
fine to coarse sand and some small gravel. Silt and clay, which 
generally are brown or buff in nature, may have a variety of colors 
ranging from white to bright green and blue, depending on location 
in the val.ley. Structure of the clay generally is blocky, while the 
silt is poorly consolidated except where an abundance of calcium 
carbonate is present. Usually sand and gravel occurring in the soil 
are poorly sorted and generally occur at the base of the fozmation 
but may be found scattered throU&hout the soil profile. Sand grains 
are principally quartz with fragments of limestone and sandstone 
occurring occasionally. 
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Primary- rock out-croppings occurring in Pawnee Valley are sedi-
mentary- and range in age from Cretaceous t o Quaternary. The oldest 
rocks exposed in the valley are Cretaceous and can.prise the following 
fomations: Dakota, Graneras Shale, Greenhorn limestone, and Carl-
ile Shale. The Ogallala fomation of the Tertiary age caps the roll-
ing upland hills in llDlCh of Hodgeman County to the west. Terrace 
deposits which cover large areas adjacent to Pawnee Creek are believ-
ed to be Pleistocene in age but may be partly Teriary. The allu'f'ium 
in the main valley is Pleistocene (M:cLaughlln, 1949.) 
Tbe research area has been fanned since 1900 with the exception 
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of eighty acres in the Northwest 1/4 of Section 19 which was 
plowed for the first time in 19~8o The principal. cash crop 
grown in the area was wheat. Wheat was planted each year in strips 
alternating with summer fallow. The strips were pl.aced east and 
west at right angles t.o the prevailing winds. 
In 1958, the area, which has a total of 434 acres, was placed 
under a . ten year contract of Federal Conservation Reserve Program 
known as the 11Soil Bank". In the fall of 1958 the area was retired 
from cultivation leaving alternating strips of hea-vy wheat stubble 
and summer fallow. In the spring of 1959, the stubble was worked 
into the soil surtace a.nd sorghum was seeded in late May as a cover 
crop for the establishment of grass seedlings. The sorghum crop 
was clipped in late August at an average height of forty inches by a 
self-propelled swather to prevent production of seed and volunteer 
sorghum. 
The total acreage was seeded to gre.ss on November 25, 1959, by 
means of two tractor-drawn grass drills with row spacings of ten and 
fourteen inches and equipped with depth bands on each disk to control 
the depth of planting. However, due to the heavy sorghum mulch the 
drill disk rolled over the mu1ch, broadcasting much of the grass seed 
on the soil sur!ace. 
Grass seed was .furnished through the Federal Conservation Re-
serve Program and technical assistance was furnished by the Pawnee 
County Soil Conservation Service Office at Lamed, Kansas . 
Rate and mixture of the principal grass species seeded were as 
foll.ows: three pounds of blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis (H. B.K. ) Lag. 
ex Steud.) per acre; three pounds of bluestem mix per acre which in-
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eludes big bluestem (Andropogon gerardi Vitman) , little blue-
stem (Andropogon acoparius Michx. ), Indian Grass (Sorghastrurn 
nutans (L) Nash. ) , and side oats grama (Bouteloua curtipendula 
(Michx. ) Torr.) ; and three pounds of switch grass (Panicum virga-
L. ) per acre, which makes a grand total of nine pounds of 
grass seed per acre. 
Information pertaining to pure live seed (PLS), origin of seed, 
percent purity, percent germination, seeds per pound, and pl anned 
seedlings per square foot are presented in Table 9 of the Appendix. 
CHAPTER IV 
METHODS 
An upland site was selected after seedling emergence for de-
tailed study. 'lhe selected area was located in the Southwest 
corner of NE 1/ 4 of Section 19 or near the center of Section 19 in 
Brown's Grove Township. The upland site was divided equally into 
an unmowed and mowed area, ea.ch 300 feet wide and 1000 feet long, 
and lying adjacent to one aoother. 
The land 011I1er agreed that when the vegetation of the surround-
ing area was mowed the selected unmowed plot would not be disturbed. 
The mowed area received the same treatment as the t otal. acreage sui-
rounding the unmowed area. 
The area was mowed at an average height of seven inches by a 
self-propelled swather on July Jl4, 1960. The machine was adapted so 
that the clipped vegetation would fall unobsti,icted on the soil 
surface. 
Five one-meter quairats were placed at random over the 434 acres 
to determine the amount ef sorghum mulch produced as well as to de-
termine the rate of decomposition throughout one year1s growing season. 
Tne sorghum mulch was clipped at the f ollowing dates: October ~8, 
1959, after a killing frost; November ,5, 1959, at the time of grass 
seeding; June lo, 1900, after establishment of seedlings; and N:>vem-
ber ,o, 19oO, after one year of decomposition. Sorghum mul ch was 
also clipped on October -.::7, 1960, to dete:nni.ne the amount of forage 
produced as a result of volunteer growth from the 1959 seed source. 
At each clipping date a separate series of five quad.rats was clipped 
and the mulch was placed in a burlap sack, labelled, and allowed to 
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air dr,-o Average weight of all five quadrats of ail-dried 
mulch was computed for the total area and converted to tons 
per acre to determine the amount and rate of mulch decomposition. 
Some factors of the micro-climate were sampled at weekly 
intervals. other factors, such as air temperature and relative 
humid~ty, were recorded. continuously throughout the week fNm May 
to October in the unmowed area and after July 14 in the mowed area. 
Appropriate instruments, such as hygrothermographs, Livingston 
porus-cup atometers, soil thennometers., light meter., and Biran an-
emometer, were used to determine air temperature, relative humidity., 
evaporation, light intensity, soil temperature, and wind velocity 
on the mowed and 11lll00Wed areas. 
Air temperature and relative humidity were sampled throughout 
the growing season by two bygrothermographs. One ef each of the 
hygrothermographs were placed in the mowed and umowed vegetation 
in a small shelter open on both sides to allow air circulation. 
Evaporation rate was measured by Livingston's standardized, 
white, spherical atometer bu.lbs (Livingston, 1935). Atmometers 
were operated in pairs at a height of ten inches above the soil sur-
face in each area. 
Soil temperatures were determined by four max1rnum-roinimnm ther-
mo11.eters. A pair of theimOllleters were pl.aced in the side wall of a 
twelve by thirty inch trench at six and twelve inches in the unmowed 
and mowed areas. A burlap sack filled with soil was employed to 
cover the trench to reduce the loss of soil moisture. 
Light intensity was measured at the same location on the soil 
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surface in each area at 2:00 p.m. by a quartz filter Weston ill-
wni.nation meter. 
Wind velocity was determined by a Biran anemometer held at a six-
inch height for one minute in the vegetation. Wind velocities were 
recorded once each week, three times during the~, at the same locat-
ion. Readings were averaged and computed in miles per hour for each 
weekly period. 
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The soil profile described for the study area. Soil moist-
ures were determined weekly fran May to October at one foot intervals 
to a depth of five feet in each area. Soil samples were also collected 
for mechanical analysis at one foot intervals to a depth of five feet. 
The procedure used for mechanical analysis was tbat described -by Bou;r-
oucos (1951). 
General view photographs were taken monthly to show growth of 
vegetation through the growing season. Photographs were also taken of 
individual species at the end of the sea.son to show the develo}lll.ent of 
each nnmjna.nt grass species in unnowed and mowed a.reas. 
The square-foot method described by Voigt and Weaver {1951), with 
sane modification, was employed in determining the plants per square--
foot for each grass species in the mawed and unmowed areas. A m.inimum 
of 900 square-feet was sampled in each area. An additional 2,000 square-
feet was sampled in the surrounding mowed area. The investigator would 
walk a specified number of steps on a compass line and place the square-
foot frame at the shoe tip. The method was al.so employed in determining 
4. Soil profile description was made by Yr. Roger Habe:nnan, Soil Scientist, 
Soil Conservation Service, Jetmore, Kansas. 
the number of weedy species occurring in the area. Flowering 
percentage for each species was determined by counting each spec-
ies which produced flower stalks out of the total of each species 
occurring in t hat particular square- foot frame o 
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A series of list quadrats was established for when t he gr ass 
seedlings emerged i n both areas to determine how each pl ant speci es 
responded to weedy competitiono When the grass seedlings emerged, a 
square met er plot was established which was divided into 100 one-
square decimeters squar es . Ea.ch grass seedling and weedy speci es was 
recorded on a sheet of paper which was marked off i n 100 squares t o 
correspond wit h the 100 square decimet ers in t he square meter frame o 
At t he end of the growing season all list quadrats were again charted 
t o det ermine mortality rat e of the seeded grasses and what influence, 
i f any, t he weedy species had on the seeded grasses . 
Growth notes were taken weekly on weedy speci es and emerged grass 
seedlings in each list quadrat of the series . Dat a were coll ected on 
shoot height, stem or crown s i ze, and general conditions of the plants 
t o see if any do:nnancy occurred during the growing season from lack of 
moisture or other influencing factors . 
The r oot bisect method, which was used by such investigators as 
Weaver (1919) , (1920) and Albertson (1937) , was employed to determine 
root devel opment of the seedling grasses and dominant weedy species of 
the unmowed and mowed areas . Trenches about 30 inches wide and suffic-
iently deep to include the entir e root system were dug in each area . 
Roots of grasses of t he unmowed area, stunted due to weedy competition, 
were also excavated to determine the effect of competiti on for light 
and moisture on devel opment of the shoot and root system. Root systems 
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of each species were careful.J.y drawn to scale. Each root system 
lf&s measured for lateral. spread, working depth, and rnexirnum pene-
tration. 
Enviromental conditions were obtained from the United States 
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Weather Bureau ClJmatological. Data Sumacy Reports and actual rain-
fall records at the Burdett Station. Climatological data was supple-
mented by llllintain.ing a rain gauge on the research area from May to 
Octobero 
Scientific and c011!m0n names of grasses used in this study are 
from Hitchcock and Chase (1950) and those for broad-leaved herl>aceous 
plants followa Rydberg (19~) . 
5. A. D. Robb, (state Climatologist), Climatological Data, Kansas . 
United states Department of Commerce, Weather &u-eau, Topeka, Kansas . 
CHAPTER V 
CLD4ATIC CONDITIONS 
The study area is located in the'° to ,4 inch ra.ini'all belt. 
The major portion of yearly precipitation falls during the growing 
season, April to September, inclusive. According to Fishel (1952), 
approDJDatel.y 76 percent of the precipitation in the area is receiv-
ed in a six-month period from April 1 through September 30. The 
first kiJJing frost in the fall occurred October 20, 1960, at the 
Lamed and Jetmore stations and the last ld.lling frost in the spring 
occurred April 30 and May 12, 1960, at Larned and Jetmore, respectively. 
General environmental conditions in the study area during the 
growing season of 1960 were below nonre.l. Temperature was below the 
no?m3l. long te:nn average with the exception of per iodic hot, dry con-
ditions prevailing for several days or even weeks during June, July, 
August and Septanber ( Table l). February and :March bad unseasonably 
low temperatures varying from - 8.l to -10.5 degrees F. '!be mean tE!illpe:r-
ature in April was 4.0 degrees F. above normal at both La.med and Jet-
more. Larned is approximately u miles east of the study area and Jet-
more is approximately ,4 miles west and soutnwest. Temperatures during 
May, June, July, August and September were slightly below nonnal. with 
the exception of September at the Larned Station. During October and 
November the mean temperature was O.l to 1.1 degrees Fo above normal. 
with the exception of September where the mean temperature of the Jet-
more station was o.·7 degrees above no:nnal.. 
Average roaxiunun temperatures for the months of June, July, August, 
and September were relatively high as compared to the average monthly 
temperatures. The growing season was characterized by very hot periods 
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TABLE 1 Temperature (T) and deviations (D) f rom nonnal (N) at two 
l ocations near study area for last three months of 1959 and 
f or the year of l 9o0 
Temperature (Degrees F. ) 
Yonth locati on 
Lamed Jetmore 
T. N. D. To N. D. 
October 54.u 59. , - 5.1 54.7 59.0 - 4.3 
November 41.0 43.·1 - 'L . 'I 40. 7 43.4 - 'L.7 
December 39. 5 34.4 5.l. 37.7 34.9 "'·8 
1960 
January L-9.9 31.s -1•'1 -'804 >'•3 -3.9 
February 47•4 35el/ -s.5 20. 1 36et> -10. 5 
March 34.2 43.s -9.o 35.7 4308 - s .1 
April 59.3 55.3 4.0 59."' 55•-' 4.0 
May b3e3 o4. 5 -1.2 03.0 64.4 -1.4 
June 73.3 75.7 -4. 4 73o'I 75.3 -1. t> 
July 7s .o 81.4 -3.4 7701:j 81.4 - .3.o 
August 79. 5 80.1 -o.o 78. 5 79.a -1.3 
Septemoer 74.1 71.4 0.7 71.0 70. 'J -0. 1 
Oct ober 59. lj 59.9 0.1 5900 o0.4 o.o 
November 4408 45.9 l eJ. 43. ts 44.4 0.4 
December 33 • .L 34.4 -1.3 33.7 34.9 -1.:l 
last ing several consecutive days and even weeks . Average max-
imum temperat ures during June were 86. 7 and 85. 3 degrees , res-
pectively, at Larned and Jetmore . Average maximum temperature a t 
Larned for eight days averaged 100 degrees or above. At Jetmore 
the average maxim.um temperature for four days the latter part of 
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June was 98. 5 degrees , of which three consecutive days had temper-
atures o:r 97 degrees or a bove , During Jul y the average maximum 
temperature was 90. 5 and 92.1 degrees at Larned and Jetmore, respect-
ively. Tliere were two periods in July during which temperatures 
were extr emely high. The first period occurred the first three days 
when the average maximum temperature at Jetmore was 99 . 3 degrees , 
and which two consecutive days were 103 degrees or above . However , at 
Larned the average maxi.mum temperature was only 97 .3 degrees witn 
the hignest temperature being 105 degrees . The second stress period 
came during the last eight days of July. Average maJci.mum temperature 
at Jetmore fo r the eight days was 97 , 7 degrees , of which two conse-
cut ive days had temperatures of 99 degrees or above . Average maximum 
temperatur e for August was 93. 8 at Larned and 9~. 3 degrees at Jetmore . 
The first seven days in August was the wannest period during the 1960 
growing season, At Larned the average max:imum temperature for the 
seven days was 101,4 degrees while at Jetmore the average maximum 
temperature was 9908 degrees . At bot h stations, four days out of seven 
had temperatures ranging f rom lOU t o l Uo degrees . During the last 
l :; days 0 1' August t he ave r age maximum. t emper ature was 9~.o and 9~. 'J 
degrees, ~spectively, at J etmor e and Larned wh:i.cn var i ed J.it-r,le f rom 
the normal monthl,y e1.verage maximum t emperature. However, dur ing 
~ept em.oer the average max:imum temperature was only 85.0 and 84. 5 
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degrees, respectively, at Lamed and Jetmore. The most critical 
period in September occurred the first seven days of the month 
during which the temperature was 95 degrees or above at Larned and 
94 degrees or above at Jetmore. 
In the region in which the study was located at least one-thirty 
day drought, and sometimes several, occur during the growing seasono 
Periodic drought undoubtedly influences vegetation of the region. 
Burdett is the nearest precipitation recording station to the 
study area. rue to the limited number of years of precipitation 
recorded at Burdett, a short-tem average was computed from records 
from 1949 to 1959, inclusive. For comparison., the same years of pre-
cipitation were averaged and cOlllpUted at Lamed and Jetmore. Short-
term averages were also compared with long- tenn averages. Generally, 
short-term averages and long-tenn averages for precipitation were 
higher at Larned east of the study area than at Jetmore west of the 
study area. The long-term average includes all precipitation data 
since weather records have been recorded at Larned and Jetmore. 
Precipitation at Burdett., Kansas., during 1960 was 5.16 inches 
below normal (Table 2) o The Burdett station is located approximately 
7 1/~ mil.es south, southeast, of the study area orb miles south, 
southeast of Burdett, Kansas. As a result of below nonnal precipitat-
ion., drought persisted through the first five months of the growing 
season with the greatest deficit occurring in July. The rainfall 
deficit for April, May, June, July, and August was .28, . 43, 2ob9, 
s.92 and lo3b inches below normal.1 respectively. However, in Sept-
ember and October precipitation was l.bO and . 50 inches above normal, 
with most of the precipitation falling in the latter part of Sept-
TABLE 2 Precipitation{P) and deviations(D) from normal(N) at thr~~~locations near the study area 
for the last three months of 1959 and for the year of 19b<Y 
Precipitation{Inches) 
Month Location 
Burdett Larned Jetmore 
1959 P. N. D. P. N. D. P. N. D. 
October J . 49 1. 41. 2.08 4. 42 1. 25 J .17 4. 16 1.38 2.78 
4.42 1.36 J.o6 4.16 1.62 2.54 
November . 07 .so - . 43 .14 .71 - .51 T . 47 - .47 
.14 .85 - ,71 T . 74 - -74 
December .57 .32 . 25 -71 . 38 .33 . 68 . 23 .45 
. 71 .SJ .18 . 68 .$2 .16 
1960 
January 1.23 .49 .74 1.33 .58 .75 1. 28 . 46 .82 
1.33 0 54 .79 1.28 .Sl .77 
February 1.31 .46 .85 2.19 . 66 1.53 1.58 .42 1.16 
2.19 .79 1.40 1.58 • 70 . 88 
TABLE 2 (continu.ed} 
P.recipitation(Inches) 
Month Location 
Burdett Larned Jetmore 
196o P. N. D. P. N. D. P. N. D. 
March . 69 1.21 - .52 1.59 1.52 . 07 1. 25 1.33 - . 08 
1.59 1.09 So 1.25 .94 .31 
April 1.41 1. 69 - . 28 1.07 1.99 - .92 2.25 1.31 .94 
1. 07 1.99 - .92 2. 25 1.99 . 26 
May 3. o8 3.51 - . 43 2.35 3.91 - 1.56 3.16 3.7J - .59 
2.J5 3.J4 - .99 3.16 3.12 .o4 
June .81 3.50 - 2. 69 4.49 J .36 1.13 3.78 3.39 .J9 
4.49 3.51 .98 3.16 2.90 .86 
July . 28 l.!. 20 -3.92 1.14 4.17 -3.03 . 28 J . 66 - 3-40 
1.14 3.01 -1.87 . 28 2.17 -1.89 
I\) 
°' 
TABIE 2 (contirrued) 
Precipita.tion(Inches) 
Month Location 
Burdett Larned Jetmore 
196o P. N. D. P. N. D. P. N. D. 
August 1.00 2.36 -1.36 1. 49 2.32 - .83 1.98 2. 97 - .99 
1.49 3. 35 -1.86 1.98 2.84 - .86 
September 3. 26 1. 66 1.6o 3.78 2.17 1.61 2. 93 1.58 1.35 
3.78 1. 77 2.01 2.93 1.48 1. 45 
October 2. 10 1. 60 .50 2. 90 1.54 1.36 2. 40 1.64 .16 
2. 90 1.36 1.54 2. 40 1. 62 • 78 
November . 43 . 46 - . OJ . 48 . 66 - .18 . 21 .43 - . 22 
.48 . 85 - .37 . 21 . 74 - .53 
December . 59 .34 . 25 . 93 .34 .59 .$6 . 27 . 29 
. 93 . 53 .40 .56 .52 . 04 
I\) 
-::i 
TABIE 2 (continued) 
Precipitation(Inches) 
Month Location 
Burdett Iarned Jetmore 
196o P. N. D. P. N. D. P. N. D. 
Total 
precipitation 16.19 21.35 -5.16 23. 74 23.33 .41 21.66 21.12 .54 
23 . 74 23.48 . 26 2i.66 20. lli 1.52 
5. Top roo of figures are from short-term records (averages for years 1949 to 1959, inclusive) and 
bottom row of figures for the lamed and Jetmore stations are long- term averages from the be-
ginning of records. 
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ember and mid- October. Total rainfall received at the Burdett 
stat ion in the six-month period May to October, inclusive, was 
10. 53 inches . A rain gauge was maintained on the study area from 
May 1 through November 1 and precipitation was recorded soon after 
falling . The total rainfall received on the study area was 15. 56 in-
ches for the six-month period which was 5.03 inches more than that re-
corded by the official rain gauge south of Burdett during the same 
period. As a result of below nonnal precipitation on the study area, 
drought persisted through three months of the growing season witn July 
encountering the greatest precipitation deficit. Rainfall for June, 
July, and August was 1 . 68, 3. 60, and .15 inches respectively, below 
nonnal. However, in May, September, and October, precipitation was 1.10, 
1. 53, and 1. 53 inches above nonnal with most of the precipitation fall-
ing in the latter part of May and September and in mid- October (Table 
and Fig. 1) . 
Two cr itical periods occurred on the study area in which moisture 
was deficient . The first occurred from the fourth week of June and last -
ed until August fifth. Two showers were received in July which totaled 
only .60 inch. The second period occurred from the third week of August 
and lasted until the fourth week of September during which three showers 
wer e rec:eived, t wo of which were in August totaling .07 inch and one 
shower in September totaling .66 inch (Fig. 1) . 
Defi cient precipitation and above normal temperatures during the 
latter part of June, most of July and August, and the first part of 
September, a period extending over t hree-fourths of the growing season, 
undoubtedly exerted a consi derable impact on the growth of the vegetat-





WEEKLY RAINFALL FOR SI X M ON THS 
Ill TOTAL WEEKLY RAINFAL L 
TO TA L MON THL V RAINFA LL 
30 
Fig . 1 Total weekl y and monthly rainfall recorded on the study area 
north of Burdet t, Kansas , in 1960 from ~ay through October, 
incl usive. 
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Precipitation during the 1960 growing season at Larned, Jetmore, 
and Burdett was deficient during July and August . However, in May 
and June preci pitation was above normal at Jetmore and Burdett and defic-
ient in May at Larned. Drought prevailed for the months of July and 
August at Jetmore arrl for the months of May, July, and August at 
Larned, (Table 2) . 
Precipitation r eceived in the fonn of snow was greatest during 
the months of December, January, February and March (Table 3) . Bu~ 
dett and Jetmore received the heaviest snowfall during February while 
Larned received the heaviest snovrfall during March. Total snowfall 
for the season at Bur dett , Larned, and Jetmore was "-7 , :>, 39.·1, and 
43. 4 inches , respectively (Table 3) . Moisture of t he heavy snowfall 
undoubtedly had an influence upon the germination of the grass seed-
lings during the spr ing months and accounts for the unseasonable low 
normal mean temperatures in the months of February and March. 
FORSYTr! 1 IP?11RY 
fO~T HAYS KA J;;j .J l MJ r. COLLEGE 
TABIE 3 Total monthly and seasonal snowfall far 1959 and 196o season at three locations near 
study area 
Shavrl'all 1959-196o (Inches) 
Month November December Jarruary February March April Total 
Burdett .s 3 . 0 5.o 10.0 9. 0 27.5 
Larned .5 3.5 e.o ]3. 2 14.5 39.7 




.Mulch consisted of forage sorghum (Sorghum vulgare Pers.), seed-
ed in late May, 1959, as a cover crop for establishment of grass seed-
lings. However, due to un.t'avorable moisture conditions in the early 
summer months of 1959 a thin st.and of sorghum was obtainedo Despite 
the thin stand of sorghum good growth was maintained through the seasono 
The sorghum matured by early August which posed the problem of a seed 
source which ~uld provide competition for the newly seeded grasses in 
the spring, 1960. Measures to eliminate the sorghum. seed source of the 
area were attempted at an average height of approximately 40 inches with 
a salt-propelled swather adapted so the clipped vegetation would fall 
unobstructed on the soil surface. 
On October 48, 1959, after the first killing frost, mulch was clip-
ped from five one-meter quadrats which were placed at random over the 
434 acreso Sorghum mulch produced in the growing season, 1959, was 3.53 
tons per acre (Fig. 4). Mulch included the clipped head stalks lying 
on the soil surface but did not include any weedy species which were in 
the quadra.ts. Clipped head stalks lying on the soil surface varies in 
length from 14 to 47 inches. At the time of clipping, eome of the sorg-
hum grain in the head stalks, which were lying on the soil surface, 
had germinated and the seedlings bad reached a height of l to 3 inches; 
however, these were killed by the hard freezeo 
Some of the most preval.ent weedy species growing in the area 






• MULCH IN 1959 IJj MULCH IN 1960 
)4 
Fig. L Decomposition rate of sorghum mulch j_~ tons per acre at frost , 
October 28, 1959; at seeding of grasses , November 25, 1959; at 
establishment of grass seedlings, June 16, 1960; at close of 
growing season, November 2o, 1960; and amount of regrm1th from 
volunt eer sorghum at end of 1960 growing season. 
3!> 
green foxtail (Setar ia virdis (L.) Beauv. ), stinkgnlss (Eragros-
!4! cillanensis (All.) lJltati. ), green pi.gweed (Ama.ranthus 
fieJDJ.s L.), and volunteer wheat (Triticum aestivum, L. ), all species 
bad produced seed except volunteer wheat. 
Another ser ies of five-one-meter mulch quadrats were clipped 
again on November 25, 1959. Mulch production was 3o33 tons per acre 
which was .o.io tons per acre less than the October 28, 1959 clipping 
(Fig. 2) . Due to the height of sorghum resulting in heavy mulch, 
the drill disk rolled over the mulch during grass seeding and broad-
cast much of the grass seed on the soil surface. Grass was seeded by 
two-tractoi-drawn grass drills with row spacing of ten and fourteen 
inches and equipped lfith depth bands on each disk to control depth of 
seeding. 
Grass seedlings began to emerge from the soil surface on M.ay 13, 
19600 However, due to heavy snowfall during 1959-1960 winter months 
and lack of sufficient rainfall in the second week of May the soil 
surface was very hard and fomed a heavy crust. Thus emergence of 
grass seedlings was hindered in open areas where the mulch was not 
sufficient to cover the soil surface ( Table 3) and many seedlings 
were emerging through cracks and fissures in the soil surfaceo How-
ever, where sufficient mulch was present the soil surface remained 
moist and grass seedlings emerged with llttJ.e obstruction. Mulch de-
f initely had a beneficial effect on estabwhment of grass seedlings. 
Where mulch was in.sufficient poorer stands of grass resultedo Sorghum 
in the study area was sufficient to have an effect on the vegetation 
later in the season. Volunteer wheat, which was present in the altei-
nate wheat strips planted in 1957, posed still another problem in ){ay 
1960. TbB self-propelled swather was used to clip the alternate wheat 
Jo 
strips to prevent the wheat from producing seed thus providing 
competition to grass seedlings by- a ne,1 volunteer stand. 
When grass seedlings were well established, another mulch 
sample was collected on June 16, 1960. Mulch on the soil surface 
produced 2o07 tons per acre indieating that lo4o tons per acre had 
decomposed from the original mulch produced October GB, 1959 (Fig. 
G) • 
The study area was clipped at an average height of seven inches 
by a self-propelled swather on July 14, 1900, vd.th ihe exception of 
the unmowed area which the land owner agreed would not be disturbed. 
'!he mowed area received the same treatment as the total mowed acreage 
surrounding the unmowed area. Weedy vegetation of the area was pro-
viding some competition for established grass and volunteer sorghum. 
Soon regrowth from the mowed volunteer sorghum caused additional 
competition in the mowed area. Clippings made October G7, 1960, 
showed that sorghum regrowth produced 1.75 tons of forage per acre 
(Fig. "') o However, in the unmowed area volunteer sorghum did not com-
pete with seeded species because of stunted growth resulting from 
competition with weedy species (Fig. 3). 
Another mulch sample was collected November 2o, 1900, to deter-
mine the amount of mulch loss through decomposition. The amount of 
mulch left after one year of decomposition was lo22 tons per acre 
which is a loss of 2.31 tons per acre from the originaJ. mulch of Oct-
ober G81 1959 (Fig. G)o 
Soils 
Soils of the study area consist primaril.y of t hree soil series 
including Ulysses silt loam, Hall silt loam, and Hastings-like silt 
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Fig. 3 General view of unmowed area showing competative vegetation 
which retarded sorghum regrowth. Dominant ueedy species are 
mare ' s - tail (Leptilon canadense (L) Britton) , fireweed 
(Kochia scoparia (L. ) Schrad) , common sunflower (Helianthus 
annuus L.) , and Russian thistle (Salsola pestifer .Ii . Nels . ) . 
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loam. HalJ. silt loam occurs generally on the lower terrace depos-
its. Hastings-like silt loam occurs between the lower and upper 
terrace deposits and is prevalent on the study area. During the late 
19,30 1s the upper terrace deposit was mapped as Holdrege cut was un-
like the Holdrege soils to the north and west in Kansas. In 1957, a 
Ulysses soil series was established in Logan County, Kansas, and is 
now considered a major soil series in Eastern Colorado and Western 
Kansaso The apper terrace deposit near the center of Section 19 ia 
now considered to be a Ulysses silt loan but is not a good example of 
Ulysses because the soil at a depth of 16 inches or more contains more 
clay than the Ulysses description. U~ses soils differ from Hold-
rege soils in that Ulysses is calcareous within 15 inches of the surface 
and has an incipient B horizon. 
In general, the Ulysses series intergrades between Regosols and 
Chestnut soils developed in loess on the High Plains of Western Kansas 
and Eastern Colorado, where the average yearly rainfall ranged between 
15 and GO inches. Ulysses soils range in characteristics depending 
upon location and disturbance. Color of dry surface and soil ranges 
from a grayish brown to dark grayish brown. Calcareous material. varies 
between 5 and 15 inches in depth in undisturbed areas while cultivated 
areas are calcareous in the plow layer. The degree of development of 
the B horizon ranges from negligible to the least that will qualify for 
a textural B horizon. Clay content of the series is between 25 and 3G 
per cento 
The Ulysses soil series is fonned from loess of the Wisconsinan 
age which was a part of the Pleistocene Epoch of the Quaternary period. 
The following profil e description of Tfiysses silt loam, which 
j'j 
composed the study c0.rea where much of the detailed study was con-
ducted, is located 0 .1 mile E and 0. 05 mile N of the center of 











Dark grayish brown ( lOYR 4/2 dry) 
very dark brown (lOYR 2/~ moist) , 
silt loam, moderate medium gran-
dular structure; upper 5 inch-
es disturbed; friable, slightly 
calcareous; gradual boundary to: 
Dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/'2. dry), 
very dark grayish brown (lOYR 2. 5,12 
moist) , light silty clay loam; 
moderate medium grantilar struct-
ure; friable; calcareous, grad-
ual boundary to : 
Pale brown (lOYR 6/3 dry), dark 
brovm (lOYR 4/3 moist), clay 
loam; massive structure; fi:rm; 
calcareous with many soft con-
cretions of calcium carbonate; 
thin layers and coatings of 
darker soil throughout horizon, 
color very dark brown (lOYR 
'2./lo5 moist;)gradual boundary to: 
Light yellowish brown (lOYR 6/4 
dry), yellowish brown (lOYR 4/ 5/ 4 
moist), clay loam; massive 
structure; firm calcareous with 
a few concretions. 
As can be observed in the soil profile description, this par-
ticular Ulysses soil had an AC (immature) soil profile. Although 
the Ulysses is developed from loess the material that was found at 
a depth of lo inches appeared to be old alluvium and plains outwash 
which would account for the AC soil horizon. 
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Texture 
Soil texture is determined by the proportion of sand, silt, and 
clay which are pr esent in the soil mass . Texture may be coarse, 
medium, fine , or very fine depending largely on the groups of the 
particles that are the most abundant (Buckman and Brady, 1960). 
Texture of the soil of the study ared Wa.s determined by the hydro-
meter method (Bouyoucos, 1951) . Soil samples were taken from the 
O-to-6 and 6-to- :12- inch depth, thence at 1 foot intervals to a depth 
of five feet . Mechanical. a.na..Lysis indicated a high clay content in 
the last 4 . 5 feet (Table 4) which is not usually typical of a Ulysses 
soil. However, in plotting the percentages on the textural triangle 
(Buckman and Brady, 1960), the textural class of the lower 4.5 feet 
is in the clay class adjacent to the clay loam class while the 0 to 
6- inch interval lies in the clay loam class. High clay content may be 
due to two factors: (1) the abundance of calcium carbonate presem; 
in the soil profile, and (2) soil samples Tiere not. taken where the soil 
description w~s writt.en; therefore, soil could have varied in texture. 
Calcium carbonate particles may be in the size range of clay particles 
and when suspended with the clay may cause the soil to show a slightly 
larger amount of clay than actually present. 
llicrocl.imate 
Air Temperature 
Weekly average llll:IJC:imum temperatures of the unmowed area were 
lower during May and September than at any other time of the growing 
season (Fig . 4) . May was characterized with relative unifonn tem-
41 
TABLE 4 Percent sand, silt, and clay of the soil on the study area 
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15 22 29 6 
OCTOBER 
Fig. 4 Average weekly maximum and minimum air temperatures of the 
unmowed and mowed areas as rel.a ted t o weekly rainfall. 
.. .., 
peratures near 80° F. while September was charact.erized uith botn 
the lowest and highest weekly average llld.Ximum temperature. A low of 
7704° Fo was recorded while the highest average maximum temperature 
was 101. 7° F. uhich occurred during the first week of September. 
Twelve consecutive weeks occurred in which the average maxi.mum ten:.-
perat.ure of the unmowed area was over 90° F. from June ~3 through 
September LL,. inclusive, with the exception of the week of July 7 
when the weekly average maximum temperature was 89. 4° F. 
The weekly average maximum temperature of the mowed area varied 
0 fran O to 5.1 F. cooler than the unmowed area . The temperature 
margin was usUo.J...Ly greater during the weeks immediately following mow-
ing the area while the temperature margin was not so pronounced at 
the end of the season when regrowth had occurred. The greatest week-
ly average maximum temperature margin occurred during a stress period 
on August 4 with a temperature of 96. 7 and 91. 6° F. in the unnio,~ed and 
mowed areas, respectively. The smallest weekly average maximum tem-
perature margin occurred a t the clos'- of the season durin11 the week 
0 of October 8 with a temperature of 83 F. in both the unmoued and mowed 
areas (Fig . 4) 
The weekly average minimum temperature was the lo,1est during 
the months of l:ay and September while the highest temperature occur-
red in September but other high temperatures were recorded during 
periods of stress in July and August o '.leekly average minimum terr.-
peratures of the mowed area were several degrees cooler throughout 
the growing season ,·:ith the exception of July ~l 11hen the minimun 
temperature was higher in the mowed area (Fig. 4)o Usually the high-
est minimum temperature occurred during periods Hhen the average 
maxi.mum temperature was near or was the highest. Periods of 
rainfall, generally, caused a reduction in the weekly average 
maximum and minimum temperatures . ,fuen a dought period prevailed 
both the uaximum and minimum temperatures increased. 
Soil Moisture 
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Average soil moisture in the first five feet of soil was the 
highest during May and June Vlhen rainfall was sufficient for normal 
plant growth while the lowest occurred during July, August, and 
Septemoer when rainfall was insufficient for nomal plant growth. 
(Figures 5 and 6). Lack of sufficient moisture during July, August, 
and September retarded vegetative growth or indiced dormancy until 
sut"ficient moisture was received from l~ht sho,1ers to initiate 
new plant growth. Rainfall from each shower during July, Au.;ust, 
and September usually had to be over an inch before the soil mois-
ture was affected to any great degree. Generally, the moued area had 
a higher percentage of moisture than the unmowed area with the 
exception of September when sorghum regrowth on the mowed area re-
quired more moisture than weedy species in the unmoi-1ed area (Figures 
5 and o). 
According to notes taken each week on the growth of seeded 
grasses, two dormancy periods occurred during the growing seascim. 
One period occurred bet~een July ~land August 4 and the second per-
iod oei,ween August. .us and September 15. During the two do:nna.nt 
periods seeded grasses were affected not only by lack of available 
soil moisture but also by adverse climatic conditions which prevailed. 
1.is 
SOIL MOISTURE 0-2 FEET RA INFALL 
2 5 
Fig. 5 71eekly percent soil I:10isture in the O to 2 feet interval in 
unmowed and mowed areas . 
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Fig. 6 Weef.ly percent soil moisture fa the 4 to 5 feet interva.l in 
tlI'.::n.owed and "'lOlfed areas . 
Many of the seeded grasses had dead basal leaves with the remaining 
l eaves badly curled and burned at the l eaf tips . In sane cases, color 
changes occurred in the grass plant as a while indicating stress. 
Soil moistur e~ in the O to G feet interval usually varied from 
week to week as rainfall occurred throughout the growing season. Soil 
moisture from 2 to 5 feet was not so closely related to precipitation. 
In May moisture in the upper 2 feet of soil averaged over 20 
percent while in June the supply varied considerably (Fig. 5) . Soil 
moisture was h:ighest during early June with 23.10 percent (Fig . 5) . 
However, v1hen rainfall began to decrease soil moisture was rapidly 
depleted. By July 14 soil moisture had reached 12.74 and 13.15 pe~ 
cent, respectively, in the um.owed and mowed area in the O to 2 foot 
interval. Seeded grasses were beginning to show signs of deficient 
moisture . On July G8 and August 4 avail.able soil moisture was down to 
10.98 and 10. 74 percent, respectively, and the seeded grasses became 
dornant . From August 4 to 18 rainfall was sufficient to break the 
donnancy period and new plant growth was initiated. By August 11, 
available soil moisture had reached 14.37 percent and 13. 66 percent, 
respectively, for the unmowed and movied areas . Insufficient rainfall 
occurred again in late August and moisture in the O to 2 foot interval 
(Fig. 6), and the seeded grasses were showing signs of deficient 
moisture and by the end of the third week had become dormant . However, 
fro~ August 4 to 18 rainfall was sufficient to break the dormancy 
period and initiate new plant growth. July 21 to August 11, inclusive, 
soil moisture declined in the mowed area but always was higher than 
that of the unm.owed area . Soil moisture in the 2 to 5 foot interval 
of the unmowed area decreased to about 12 percent and was 
fairl y constant from August 18 through October 8, inclusive. 
Between September 9 and 15, soil moisture of the unmowed area 
was greater than that of the mowed area bect'ause of heavy regrowth 
of sorghum in the latter area. Moisture content of the mowed 
area remained low until sufficient rainfall was received Sept-
ember L.:. to increase soil moisture of the mowed area above that 
of the unmowed area bet,"Teen September 29 and October 8 (Fig. 6). 
Soil moisture of the mowed area wc1.s the lowest of the growing 
season on September ,9 with ll. l~ percent . 
Soil Temuerature 
The weekly maximum soil temperature of the unmowed area 
was greatest in the months of June, July arrl August ~ith temper-
atures of 86° F. (Fig. 7 and 8) . The maximum soil temperature 
of the unmowed area remained aoove 77° F. for thirteen consecut-
ive weeks from June 30 to Septemoer 2L, inclusive. Weekly 
maximum soil temperatures of the mowed area were generally several 
degrees cooler than the unmowed area with the exception of August 
,5 when the maximum soil temperature of the mowed area was aoove 
tnt: unmowed arec... Tne greatest difference in soil temper ai;ure 
between the mowed and unmowed a r eas occurred at the first of 
the season when vegetation was clipped close while the 
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DATE 30 7 14 21 28 4 II 18 25 I 9 15 22 29 13 
MONT UNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER 
Fig . 7. Average weekly maxim.wn soil and air temperature of the unmowed 
and mowed areas . 
So 













DATE 30 7 14 21 28 4 II 18 25 I 9 15 22 29 13 
MONT UN JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER 
Fig. 8 . Average weekly maximwn soil temperature and soil moisture in 
the first foot of soil of the unrnowed and mowed areas . 
Sl 
smallest difference occurred the latter part of the growing 
season because increased cover of the sorghum regrowth and in-
creased soil moisture (Fig. 7 and 8) . l'!eekly maximum soil tem-
peratures of the unmowed and mowed areas are correlated closely 
with the weekly maximum air temperature of the areas . However, 
fluctuations in soil temperatures generally were a week behind 
fluctuations in air temperature when soil moisture was relatively 
u.nifonn. 
Soil moisture in the first foot of soil varies greatly thr-
oughout the growing season {Fig. 8) . During the first part of the 
growing season and immediately- after mowing soil .noisture in t·1e 
mowed area was generally above that of the unmowed area . However, 
during the latter part of the growi.11g season, soil moisture in 
first foot of the unrnowed area was above that of the mowed area. 
Also, weedy species of the unrnowed area reached maturity several 
weeks earlier than the sorghum of the mowed area; therefore, they 
did not require much moisture . Many weedy species wero dying. ~Ihen 
light rain showers were received in July arrl August soil temperature 
generally did not change as rapidly as soil moisture (Fig. 8) . In 
September, when precipitation was received soil temperature decreas-
ed partially because of a decrease in maxi.mum air temperature. Soil 
temperature continued declining very rapidly as soil moisture was 
replenished in late September (Fig. 7 and 8) . 
Relative Humidity 
Peak weekly average minimum humidities of the unmowed area occuz--
red during June, July, and September and was 61.0, 4908, and 44.7 
percent, respectively (Fig. 9) . The highest recording on the 
mowed area ,1as ootained during August 4 and September 22 with 
readings of 31 .1 and 41.5 percent, respectively. The highest 
humidity of the areci.s occurred early in the growing season or 
later in the growing season when the average maximum temperature 
was low. ~elative humidity during the stress period from July 14 
to September 1~ was below 31.1 percent ~vith the lowest being 2.:: . 5 
percent in the unn;owed area on July .::8 while the lowest in the mowed 
area occurred August 18 with 23 , L percent. Throughout the st.ress 
period from July 14 through September 15, inclusive, relative humid-
ity did not vary over several percent between the unmowed and rr.owed 
areci. . The '1Jajor variations during the stress period ·.1ere pri!:iarily 
due to changes in the average meximum air temperature and light rain-
fall received during the period. :Then air temperature was low, 
relative humidit.y was high and vice versa. ~·fuen light rainfall was 
received during the stress period, relative humidity would be higher 
and vice versa. The combination of lu~h ~ir temperature and lack of 
rainfall caused a decrease in relative humidity which was the lo,~est 
of the growing season. 
Evaporation 
Evaporation of the unmowed area had high peaks on May 31, June 23 
July LB, and September 1 in which 374, 391, 398, and 404 cc . per :-,eek 
were lost , respectively (Fig. 10). A severe stress period occurred 
September 1 in the unmowed and mowed areas which lost 404 and 483 cc. 
per wee}:, respectively. 
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AVERAGE MINIMUM HUMIDITY 
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F:ig o 9 Average weekly minimum humidity as related to average week-
ly max:imum air temperatures and wee!<ly rainfall in the un-























Figo 10. Average weekly evaporation in the unmowed and mowed areas 
as related to weekly rainfall. 
Evaporation in the ir.owed area Vias greater than in the un-
mo\'/ed area throughout the 6 rowing season. Evaporation vias great-
er from. the mowed area immediately after clipping than from the 
unmowed u.rea . Ho0.iever, when regrowth of weeds and sorghum began in 
the mowed area evaporation differences between t;he unmov1ed and mow-
ed areas were not so great . By the end of the i;rowing season on 
September 15, the differen::e .-,as only 10cc . per week (Fig. 10) . 
Generally, evaporation was lowest dur.:.ng periods of precipitation 
and \1hen wind velocities and air temperatures were 10,1. 
'.Tind Velocity 
lind velocity was dete:nnined by a Bria.rt anemometer which was 
held at -six inches above the soil surface for one minute . :-find vel-
ocities were recorded once each week, three times during the day a nd 
at the same location. Recordings were averaged and computed in miles 
per hour for each weekly period. As the vegetation developed cfuring 
the growing season, wind velocity de~reased as the height of the veg-
etation increased. 
The highest wind vel ocity obtained in the unmowed area. was early 
in the growing season (Fig . 11) . On May 31 the \·lind velocity vias 
5. 3 miles per while recordings in June averaged 4 . ~ :niles per hour. 
However, from July 14 to September ,t,'j, inclusive, average wind velocity 
was only . 50 miles per hour. In th;; mowed area , wind velocity was 
more variable than in the unm011ed area . ,'he.11 the vegetation was 
removed on July 14, the average wind velocity for the ;1eek from July 
14 to £1 had increased J .10 miles per hour over that of the unmowed 
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Figo ll. Average daily wind velocity at a six- inch height in the un-
mowed areas as related to average weekly evaporation. 
area t hroughout the s easono In the mowed area from July 21 
to September 29, inclusive, average wind velocity was 2.09 miles 
per hour which was l o59 miles per hour greater than that of the 
unm.owed area. VJben wind velocity increased evaporation rate in-
creased accordingly. Light rai n showers received during July, 
August, and September also influenced the evaporation rateo Low 
evaporation rates from August 4 to l5 were partially the result of 
low wind velocity in the unmowed and mowed areas (Fig . 11). 
Intensity 
Light varies considerably with sky conditions. When the sky is 
clear light intensity is usually highest while the lowest light in-
tensity occurs when the sky is overcast. In the unmowed area, the 
highest light intensity was obtained during the first part of t he 
growing season under clear sky conditions while the lowest light in-
tensity was obtained during September when sky conditions were ove?'-
cast and daylight hours were short gr (Fig• 12). Light intensity in 
the mowed area generally was greater than in the unmowed area due 
primarily to less shading effect of the vegetation. The higher light 
intensity in the mowed area may be partially due to reflection from 
the sorghum mulch present on the soil surface. Intensity of light is 
not a limiting factor in the Great Plains. However, light does 
become a limiting factor when weedy vegetation, such as Russian thist-
les, fireweeds , or sunflowers become dense enough to reduce the 
quality and quantity of light reaching the seeded grasses beneath 
these plants. For instance, a quartz filter ~·reston illumination meter 
was used to rueasure the light intensity under a Russian thistle on a 
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Figo Llo Daily light intensity at 2:00 Poln• parallel to the soil 
surface in the unmowed and mowed areaso 
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partly cloudy day on July 14, at L:00 p.m. . Near the center 
of the Russian thistle light intensity was 140 ft- c; near the 
outer edge of the Russian thistle light intensity was 820 ft-c; 
and 1n the open area light intensity was 4,600 ft-c . Othe!' obser-
vations showed light intensity under sunflower was ~60 ft- c near 
the center; 310 ft .-c near the outer edge; Wld 4,800 ft- c in the open 
area surrounding the sunflower. On August 4, another light read-
ing was taken under the same Russian thistle and common sunflower 
on a clear day 3t ~:00 p .m •• tight intensities were 230 ft- c near 
the oenter of the thistle plant; 5~0 ft-c toward the outside; and 
4,~00 ft-c in the open area surrounding the Russian thistle. The 
co:ruoon sunflower had a light intensity of 1,400 ft-c near the center; 
~,400 ft-c toward the outside; and 4,LOO ft-c in the open area sur-
rounding the common sur.nower. By August 4, the common sunflo'Ner was 
less effective and pennltted more sunlight to the understory veget-
ation. 
Vegetatlon of he Study Area 
Vegetation of the study area consisted of species belonF,ing to 
twenty- seven families . The grass family, Gramineae, was composed of 
six different tribes, as divided according to Hitchcock and Chase 
(1950) , which included twenty genera with thirty species represented. 
Six of the grass species were seeded in the mixture on the area and 
included blue grama, big bluestem, little bluest8!:1, Indian grass, 
side- oats grama and switch grass. The other twenty-four species were 
present on the area prior to seeding or ,.,ere brought into the area 
in the grass seed mixture or by native animals of the area. The 
broad-leaved herbaceous plants were representatives of twenty-six 
6o 
families, as divided according to Rydberg (1932), and includ-
ed forty-seven genera 'l'lith sixty different species o A list of 
the grasses and broad-leaved herbaceous plants is presented in 
Appendix Table 10. 
Some of the species present on the study area are not usually 
found on recently cultivated land. Such species are sleepy catchfly 
(Silene antirrhina L.) and prairie coneflower (Lepachys columni-
(Nutt. ) Rydb. ) -which are usually present in the native prairies 
in the Great Plains and probably were brought into the area in the 
grass seed mixture although native animals could have brought seeds 
into the area from surrounding rangeland. Some of the species found 
on the study area were considered to be growing out of place as far 
as their normal habitat was considered. 3road-leaved herbaceous 
species found to be out of place included feted marigold (Boebera 
papposa (Vent.)Hudb.), tickseed (Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. ), prairie 
sunflower (Hel:ianthus peticlaris Nutt . ), ani Watson ' s evening prim-
rose (lavauxia ~latsonii (Britt , ) Srw.11. . ), while some of the grass 
species included Texas blueerass (Poa arachnifera '!brr.), hairy drop-
seed (Sp0robolus asper var. pilosus (Vasey.) Hitche.), crested wheat-
grass (A gropyron cristatum (L) Gaertn. ) , and sand lovegrass (Era-
grostis trichodes (Nutt . ) Wood) . 
During the growing season, aspect of vegetation of the study area 
varied from month to month as different species grew to maturity and 
diminished so that later maturing species ,,hi.ch required the entire 
growing season for their development and maturity. Hhen grass seed-
lings emerged on May 13, vegetation of +..he study area primarily con-
sisted of four dominant species \Yhich included, in order of importance, 
\J-4 
tansy mustard (Sophia pinnata (Walt. ) Howell. ) , volunteer wheat 
narrow-leaved goosefoot (Chenopodium l eptophyllum Nutt.) , and 
mare I s- tail. Tansy mustard was the most abundant species in the 
area and many of the plants had reached maturity while volunteer 
wheat was becoming increasingly conspicuous in the overstory. 
Narrow- leaved goosefoot and mare ' s tail were still in the vegetat-
ive stages ·and were important components of the understory. How-
ever, by June 28 the overstory b the study area had changed com-
pletely. The dominant overstory species present consisted primar-
ily of mare's-tail, common sunflower, lambs-quarter goosefoot 
(Chenopodium L. ) . prairie flower, and volunteer whe.1t, in 
order of .importance, while tumbleweed p:i.gweed (Amaranthus graec-
L.) , volunteer sorghum, narrow-leaved goosefoot, and fire-
weed composed the understory {Fig. 13) . In loc:alized areas of the 
study area tickle grass (Panicum capillare L. ) and sorghum composed 
a majority of the unders tory while ma.re I s tail, pra i-t•ie sunflower, 
coDllllDn sunflower, fireweed and lambsquarter goosefoot composed the 
overstory in the area {Fig. 14). In areas where the sorghum cover-
crop was thin during t.he 1959 growing season, a few localized areas 
of red- root pi.gweed and common sunflower produced seed which gennin-
ated during the 1960 growing season thus resultiri.g in conspicuous 
abundance in certain locales on the study area (Figures 15 and 16) . 
On July 14, 1960, vegetation on a portion of the study area was 
mowed at an average height of seven inches by a self-propelled 
swather. The urunowed area, 300 feet wide and 1,000 feet long, select-
ed several months prior to the .u0wing date was not disturbed. 
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Fig. 13 A general view showing the dominant overstory of weedy 
species as appearing on June 28 and included mare's- tail, 
common sunflower, lambs- quarter eoosefoot, prairie sun-
flower, and volunteer wheat. Tumbleweed pi.gweed, volunteer 
so:bghum, narrow-leaved goosefoot, fireweed, and tickle 
grass composed the understory. 
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Figo 14 A general view showing a localized area of tickle grass 
arrl volunteer sorghum on June 28 composing the understory. 
Mares- tail, prairie sunflower, fireweed, and lambs-::iuarter 
goosefoot composes the overstory. 
6h 
Figo 15 A general view showing localized areas of red-root pig-
weed dominating the understory on June 28. Mare1s-tail, 
lambs-quarter goosefoot, and volunteer sorghum com.posed 
the overstoryo 
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Fig. 16. A general view showing localized areas of conur.on sun-
flower and mare I s- tail dominating the overstory on June 
280 
Approximately a lllDllth later {Fig. 17), the mowed area was 
dominated by two completely different species than the unmowed 
area (Fig. l.8)0 The two dominant species of the !:).Owed area were 
sorghum and lmssian thistle. As a result of removal of weedy 
competition, volunteer sorghum, Russian thistles, and seeded grass-
es were able to utilize the available soil moisture to bett':tr ad-
vantage. Weedy vegetation of the \UlClowed area was sufficient to 
provide intense competition with the young grass seedlings and to 
hinder maximum developnent {Figo 18). 
Comparisons of Figures 13 and 18 indicates the tremendous growth 
of weedy species in approximately seven week' s time. In August, 
the overstory in the unmowed area was dominated, in order of :i.mport-
anc e, by mare's tail, fireweed, Russian thistle, and common sunfl.ower 
while the sorghum, tickle grass and stinkgrass dominated the under-
storyo Signs of moisture stress are evident by the curled conditions 
of sorghum leaves due to the competing weedy species (Fig. 18). 
During August, soil moisture ias limiting causing the grass 
seedlings to go into donnancy or lose their leaf tips. In the unmowed 
area, where weedy coni)etition was severe, grass seedlir..gs usually 
lost their basal leaves and, in many cases, the leaf tips burned er 
just curledo Blue grams. and switch zrass, which were the dominant 
seeded grasses , usually lost their basal leaves, leaf tips were burn-
ed, and few flowers were produced. The leaves of switch grass, which 
req1..tires a more mesic habitat than blue grama, usually curled before 
and showed signs of stress earlier t han blue grama (Figures 19 and 20)o 
However, in open areas of the unmowed area where very little weedy 
competition occurred, grass seedlings, particularly blue groma (Fig.21) 
Fig. 17. A general view looking from the mowed area into the unmowed 
area on August 19, approx:ima tely one month af ter the veg-
etation in the treated area was mowed. The rlominant species 
in the mowed area are volunteer sorghum and Russian thistleo 
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Figo 18. A general vievt looking northwest from. the middle of un-
mowed area into mowed area showing the dominant overstory 
of weedy species as appearing on August 19. Same view 
as Figure 13 but approximately tv.ro months later. The 
overstory consists of mare 1s-tail, fireweed, Russian 
thistle, and common sunflower, while volunteer soT<,;hum, 
tickle grass, and stinkgrass dominated the understory. 
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Figo 19. Close- up of switch grass on August 19 in the unmowed 
area showing the curled conditions of the leaves . 
Fig. ~o . Close- up of blue grama on August 19 in the u.nmowed area 
showing the slight curled conditions of the leaves as 
compared to switch grass in Figure 190 
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Fig. ~l. Close-up of blue grama in open areas of the unmowed area 
on August 19 showing flower stalk production when weedy 
competition was lackingo 
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started to produce flower stalks although the plants showed 
some signs of stress due to the lack of sufficient soil moisture . 
In the unmowed area, grass seedlings showed signs of stress 
earlier and more completely than grass seedlings of the mowed area . 
Switch grass and blue gra.ma (Fig. 22) . usually were a little more 
advanced vegetatively in the mowed area than in the unmowed area. 
Seeded grasses of the mo'l'led area were not burned at the leaf tip as 
much as seeded grasses of the unmowed area c.lthough so.me basal leaves 
were lost during the stress periods. A larger number of seeded grass-
es were producing flower stalks earlier in the mowed area than in the 
unmowed area due primarily to re!llOval of v1eedy co.l:l)etition which con-
served soil moisture in the mowed area so that it could be available 
for flower production. 
Appro:ldJnately three months after mowir.g (Fig . 2.3) , the mowed a rea 
had only volunteer sorghum as the dominant overstory spec.:.es . Fire-
weed, Russian thistle, red-root pigweed, and seeded grasses composed 
the understory. It is evident t!Jat mowing eliminated weedy competit-
ion and provided enough additional soil moisture during stress periods 
to permit regrowth of sorghum in the mowed area . Weedy competition 
of the 11. 11110· re 1 r ,. • .,~ s1...ppressed sorghum growth and in many cases , caused 
death of understory sorghum (Figures 24 and 25) . SorghWl! regrowth 
in the mowed a rea no doubt had so.::te influence on seeded grasses but 
did not greatly hinder the vegetative growth of seeded grasses dur-
ing periods of stress as did the weedy competition of the :u:i::owed area . 
Sorghum regrowth may have caused death of grass seedlings provided 
sufficient rainfall were not received during late September and early 
October which prevented any stress period to develop. 
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Fig. 22 Close-up of blue gra.ma and switch grass in the mowed area 
on August 19 showing the more advanced vegetative stage of 
the grass seedllngs. Note the production of flower stalks. 
'(4 
Figo 23 0 A general view of the mowed area on October 6, approximate-
ly three months after mowing, showing the volunteer sorghum 
regrowth as the dominant in the overstory. Fireweed, 
Russian thistle, red- root pigweed, and the seeded grasses 
composed the understory vegetationo 
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Figo t!.4. A general view of the dividing line between mowed (right) 
and unmowed (left) areas. Note the abundance of volun-
teer sorghwn to the right in the mowed area while the un-
mowed area to the left has little volunteer sorghum present . 
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Figo ~5 . A general view looking northwest from the unmowed area 
into the mowed area shol1ing the dominant overstory of 
weedy species as appee;ring on October 6. Same view as 
Figures 13 and 18. The overstory consisted of fireweed, 
Russian thistle, and volunt eer sorghumo Sti.nkgrass, 
t i ckle grass, and the seeded grasses composed the under-
story veget ation. 
n 
In October, at the end of the growing season, dominant over-
story weedy species at the unmowed area consisted primarily, in 
order of .importance, fireweed, Russian thistle, and sorghum. Stink-
grass, ticlr..le grass and the seeded grasses composed the majority 
of the understory (Fig . 25) . 
Shoot Development 
Freauency, Density, and Growth of Weedy Species 
The square-foot method (Voigt and Weaver, 1951) was employed in 
determining plants per square- foot for each weedy species occurring in 
the study area. A total of 176 square-feet were taken on June 23 at 
random over the seeded area to determir.e frequency and density of 
weedy vegetation growil".g in the area. The investigator walked a 
specified number of steps on a compass line and placed the square-
foot frame at the shoe tip. The area sampled was the north one-half 
of Section 19 in Browns Grove Township. 
Ticlde grass and stinkgrass were dominant weedy grasses and 
tumbleweed pigweed and red-root pigweed were dominant weedy broad-
leaved herbaceous plants . All four dominated the understory of the 
area. Tickle grass had a frequency of 77oG7 percent with .103 ~lants 
per square-foot while st:i.nkgrass had a frequency of 53.U percent 
with .o84 plants per square-foot (Table 5) . Tumbleweed pigweed had 
a frequency of 61.93 percent with .3~ plants per square foot while 
red-root pigweed had a frequency of 58o5G percent y;ith .171 plants 
per square- foot ( Table 5) . 
Weedy species which dominated much of the overstory in the area 
v1ere mare's- tail, volunteer sorghum, Russian thistle, slimleaf lambs-
quarter, fireweed, and common sunflower with a frequency of 6 . 82, 
'(tj 
TABLE 5 Percent frequency and plants per square-foot of the weedy 






























Chamaesyce polygonifolia :Mat spurge 3. 97 
Salsola pestifer Russian thistle 3. 41 
Physalis lanceolata Slender leaf ground 3.41 
cherry 
Chenopodium leptophyllum Slimleaf lambs-quarter 
2.1.·1 
Kochia scoparia Fireweed 1.70 
Solanum triflorum Buffalo bur 1.70 
Persicari pennsylvanica Pennsylvania smart- 1.14 
weed 
Carex ~ • Sedges 1.14 
Helianthus anmuus Common sunflower . 57 























31098, 3. 41, 2. i7, 1. 70, and .51 percent, respectively, (Table 5) . 
Generally, the dominant overstory species had a much lower frequency 
and plants per square-foot than did the understory specieso 
Sampling was conducted in early summer and many early maturing 
species were found in the area which included sheep sorrel (Ox.alls 
stricta L. (G, B) . ), common purslane (Portulaca cleracea L. ), mat 
spurge (Chamaesyce polygonifolia (L. ) Sma.llo), slender leaf ground 
cherry (Physalis lanceolata 1fichx. ) . buffalo bur (Solanum triflorum 
Nutt . ), sedges (Qrn ~•), and Dakota verbena (Verbena bipinnatifida 
Nutt . ) with frequencies of 16.48, 5.11, 397, 3. 41, l o70, 1.14, and 
. 57 percent, respectively (Table 5) . 
An average of 2.210 plants occurred in every square foot frame. 
Three dominant broad-leaved herbaceous weedy species were select-
ed in unmowed and mowed areas and measured weekly to determine growth 
curves and response to soil moisture conditions and competition. Meas-
urements Ylere taken from plants on each area. Average shoot height 
was determined for each list quad.rat and averaged for the series each 
v1eek thus giving an average shoot height for a particular species at 
weekly intervals. The three species selected were mare ' s- tail, fire-
weed, and Russian thistle because they are generally considered the 
three major species which provide much competition in seeded areas . 
The three weedy species continued to grow throughout the grow-
ing season until mid-September thus providing competition throughout 
the entire growing season (Fig . 26) . In the unmowed area, shoot 
height 'Vfas approximatel y twice that obtained in the mowed area at the 
end of the growing season due primarily to the vigorous sorghum re-
growth and the removal of the meristematic portion of the plant on the 
mowed area. The weedy plants in the unmowed and mowed areas were not 
greatly affected by lack of soil moi sture for nonnal plant growth but 
were able to continue growth through the entire growing season due to 
their well-adapted root systen:s which can acquire soil moisture while 
other plant species become do:rmant until sufficient moisture was re-
ceived for nonnal plant growth. 
Frequency, Density, .F1owering Growth 2£_ Seeded Grasses 
Percent frequency, density, and flowering of the seeded grass was 
determined at the end of the growing season on both the mowed and un-
mowed area by the square-foot method. In addition established plants 
per square-foot for each grass species were determined in the mowed and 
um.owed area at the end of the growing season. Approximately 950 square-
feet were sampled at random in each area; total of 1897 square- feet were 
recorded from both areas . The procedure used for sampling weedy forbs 
was used for sampling seeded gr asses • .F1owering percentage for each 
species was determined by counting each species which produced flower 
stalks out of the total of each species occurring in that particular 
square- foot f rame . 
Frequency of switch grass, side- oats grama, Indian grass, western 
whea.tgrass , and sand dropseed of the mowed area was higher than those of 
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Fig. Lo. Gro,'lth curves of ma.re ' s tail, fireweed, and Russian thistle 
on unmowed and mowed plots for the 1960 growing season from 
June to September, inclusive. 
TABIE 6 A comparison of frequency, density, and flO'\'lering of various seedling grasses on mowed and 
unmowed plots 
Species 
Switch grass (Panicum virgatum) 
Blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis) 
Side- oats grama (Bouteloua curtipendula) 
Indian grass (Sorghastrum nutans) 
Bi g bluestem (Andropogon ger ardi) 
Little bluestem (Andropogon scoparius) 
Crested wheatgrass (Agropyron cristatum) 
Western wheatgrass (Agropyron smithii) 
Sand dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus) 
Texas bluegrass (Poa arachnifera) 
Hairy dropseed (Sporobolus asper var. pilosus) 
Sand lovegrass (Eragrostis trichodes) 
Ganada wi.ldrye (Elymus canadensis) 
Total 
Percent 
frequency Plants/sq. ft . 
Percent 
flowering 

















































4 .94 11. 67 
12. 09 17 • .56 
24. 24 6o.07 












and crested wheat grass of the unmowed area had a frequency of 31. 90 , 
. 5G, . 6G, and lo36 , respectively, and was higher than those of the 
mov1ed a rea . Density of plants per square- foot ~•,as slightly greater 
on the urunowed area than on the mowed area . Comparisons of frequency 
and density indicates both areas were very sioilar in negative dis-
tribution, composition, and density. 
The most significant difference between species on the mov1ed and 
unmowed areas is the percentage of flower stalks produced during the 
first season grovtth (Te1,ble b) . Switch grass, blue grama, sicte- oats grama., 
Indian grass , little bluestem, crested wheatgrass , an:i sand dropseed 
had a flowering percentage of 11. 67, 17. 56, 60 . 07, 20. 57 , 66 . 67 , 100. 00 , 
and 14.~9 percent , respectively, in the mowed area while the same species 
on the unmowed area had a flowering percentage of 4 . 94, 12 .09, 24. 24, 
O. O, o.o, 53.33, and o.o percent . Results indicate that mowing greatly 
increased flower production of switch grass, bl ue grama., side- o::i.ts 
grama, Indian grass , little bluestem, crested wheatgrass, and sand drop-
seed. Flower production of big bluestem and western wheatgrass was 
not influenced by mowing . Species which benefited raost from mowing 
were tall-and mid- grasses which usuaL.y grow in mesic habitats under 
native prairie conditions in the Great Plains. Texas bluegrass and 
Canada wildrye (El:ymus canadensis L . ) were present only in the Url'llO'ded 
area where v1eedy species shaded the soil surface. Hairy dropseed and 
sand lovegrass were present only in the mowed area where competition 
diminished and moisture conditions were more favorable. 
Results indics.te that mowing is beneficial in increasing the muu-
ber of plants producing flm·1er stalks during the first season I s grov,th. 
-.:_uadrats containing switch grass and blue grama, tuo most abundant 
seeded grass species , were selected in the unmowed and mowed areas to 
detereine growth curves and response of the i;rasses to soil moi sture 
conditions , competi'tion, and the efrect of re.owing, if any. Growth notes 
were taken of seeded grasses at weekly intervals in each one- square meter 
list quadrat, which were the same seri es of quadrats used in determining 
growth curves of weedy species. The a verage shoot height detenn.ined 
for each species in each list quadrat and averaged for the series each 
week thus giving an aver age shoot he:ight for a particular species at 
weekly intervals . 
Switch brass responded ruore rapidly than blue graria to increased soil 
moisture conditions when vegetation was removed by mowing (Fig . 27) . 
~/hen the vegetation was removed on July 14 by mowing, switch grass immed-
iately responded to the increased available soil moisture by rapid shoot 
growth. In the unmowed area , switch grass failed to grow during a stres3 
period between July ..:::1 and "-8 but continued to grov! on the mowed area. 
Swhch gr ass reached its peak growth on August 25 in the unmowed area and 
due to unfavorable soil moisture and adverse climatic corrlitions many of 
the basal leaves died and the leaf' t ips burned . :fhen rainfal.L was receiv-
ed between September 22 and.:.'-) , swit.ch grass resumed shoot growth in the 
unmo11ed area out was unaole to attain the height of plants on the mowed 
area . In the mowed a r ea, switch grass r eached its peak shoot height on 
August .:.i:s and again in October 6 . However, between September land 22 
switch grass of the mowed area failed to grow due to ttnfavorable soil 
moi sture and adverse climatic conditions which prevailed • ...::any lec.ves 
di ed and burned as a result of the severe environmental conditions . 
Switch grass of the re.owed e.rea responded more rapidly to increased soil 
moisture dur ing shower per iods than did the swit.ch grass of the unmowed 
area . Mowing definitely had a s~nificant effect upon s hoot devel opnent 
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Fig . ,1,7. Growth curves of sviitch grass and blue grama on unmowed and 
mowed plots for the 1960 growing season from June to October, 
inclusive. 
of tall- and mid- grasses (Fig. 27) . 
Blue grama responded less rapidly to increased soil moisture than 
switch grass V1hen the vegetation was removed by mo~'ing (Fig. 27). 
Growth of blue grama was not as rapid as the growth of srlitch grass. 
In the unmovred area, blue gram.a was subjected to stress periods which 
occurred from July 14 t:> .d and Au::;ust ll to Septeir.ber 1 . Blue grama 
of the unmowed area resumed erowth on SepteJriber 1 while growth of 
switch grass decreased. Results indicate two factors are operative in 
growth responses of blue gram.a and switch grass : (1) m,~ch of the weedy 
competition of the umowed area had reached i"J.'?.turity and blue grama was 
able to make better use of the remaining soil moisture than switch 
grass under existing conditions; and (2) switch erass is more mesic 
than blue grarna. and requires !!lore water to maintain physiological func-
tions than blue grarna which is more xerophytic. Blue grama, in the un-
mowed a:Ma, continued to i;l'OW through the rerraininf growir.g season. 
In the mowed area, blue gra.ma had only one major stress period occur-
ring between September 9 to :a . A major factor contributing to stress 
was regrowth of volunteer sorghum (Fig . 23) which was growing rapidly 
and required much soil moisture . Due to the abundance and vigorous 
growth of volunteer sorghum blue grama grew less on the mowed a::-ea than 
on the unmowed area until rainfall was received late in Septe:nber and 
early October. 
It was found that typical switch grass plants of the mowed area had 
a :nuch darker green healthy color, larger panicles, more seed produced 
per panicle, and shoot height was greater than switch grass of the un-
mowed area (Fig . 28) . Many basal leaves and leaf tips burned on the 
umnowed switch grass plants. Switch grass in the mowed area \':as 24 
inches tall while that in the unrnowed area had grown 20 inches . Typicel 
Close- up of swi:tch rs.ss plants from the unr.:ov1ed (right.) 
and moued (left) are1:1.s at the end of the 19o0 growing 
season. Note 1':l.rt;;er panicles on the plant from the 
mowed area. 
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blue grama plants of the mowed area produced more nower stalks 
earlier and shoot height was greater than blue grama of the unmowed 
area (Fig . l9) . Mowed blue grama was 15 inches tall while u.nmowed 
blue grama was 13 inches in height. Blue grama of the mowed area had 
had more dead basal leaves than blue grama of the unmowed area which 
may indicate maturity or more pronounced response to stress. 
Typical side-oats grama of the mowed area had a much darker green 
healthy color, larger inflorescences, increased seed production, and 
shoot height was greater than side- oats which was unmowed (Fig. 30) . 
Many of the basal leaves and leaf tips vTere burned in the unmowed area 
which resembled conditions of unmowed switch grass very closely. Side-
oats grama. ?ra.s 21 inches and 17 inches tall on the mowed and u.nmowed 
areas, respectively. 
Crown area of switch grass and blue gram.a increased more on the 
mowed than on the unmowed area . 
From results presented, indications are that mowing does have a 
significant influence on numbers of plants producing floVler stalks the 
first season and shoot growth partially as a result of conserving soil 
moisture and increasing light intensity by removing competition. 
Death Loss and Effect of Competition .2!! Seeded Grasses 
A series of one-square meter list quadrats were established at 
random when the grass seedlings emerged from the soil surface in the 
mowed and W1D1owed area to make detaile:l. records of each seeded species o 
':'Then seedlings emerged, each one-square meter plot was divided into 100 
one-square decimeter squareso Each grass seedling and weedy species 
was plotted on a sheet of paper which was marked off in 100 squares to 
correspond with the 100 square decimeters in each square meter frame o 
Fig. :l9. Close-up of blue grama plants from the unmowed (left) and 
mowed (right) areas at the end of the 1960 growing season. 
Note earlier flower production in plant to the left by the 
curled flower inflorescences. 
Fig. 30. Close-up of side- oats grama plants from the unmowed 
(right) end mowed (left) areas at the end of the 1960 
growing season. 
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At the end of 'the gr"(Mfr<.g seasen aJ..!:"ftst quaL"'ats .,ere c!larted 
to determine the mortalit y rate of the seeded grasses . The quad-
rats ,/ere charted in the unmowed ... r ea o::i June ll a.nd ~'1 the zr.yed 
area August 8, approx::i.ms.t ely one month after the area v1as mowed. 
In November, all six quadrats .ere recorded and charted again. 
Each quadrat in the u.nmowed and mowed areas had the same major dom-
inant weedy species present . 
Sl'1itch grass mortality was 5142.! per cent ..:.... the ummved area 
wr.ich Has llif:her than any of the species on eitbe!' area (Ta'1le 7) . 
Switch grass mortality on t.he maned. area wa.s or.:y 24. 32 percent. 
Blue gr3.lr.a suffered a loss of 30.00 percent on the unmowed area com-
pared to 15. 79 percent losscn the 1:cc,1 ed area . S.1:'..tch grass, YI h.:.ch 
is a ..nesic species , is affected :nost by neecl,y compet.:.tion 1.: -le blne 
grama, altho.igi. a :·elative h.:.,:h mortality existed, wa.s better able 
to compete for the environmental facto:-s . Data are me:iger i:i:nd may 
not wa.r~ ~t absolute conclusions. ilhether or not seeded grsssec sur-
vive best ,1hen cOJr.petit.ion is mowea would require f..irt. <Jr- st:.idy. 
Sufficient numbers of blue grama and switch grass seedlings were 
present to obtc.:i.n a fairly reliable l:leasure of death lo~ses . ..owever, 
the d'lta for side-oats gr ..... ,.a, sand love0 rass, ar .... .!rosted whea,.,grass 
fre insufficient to warrar1t any de.finite conclusionso 
'l'ot.9.l percent death loss f rom the UJ11r.o\led area was 35. 79 pe~ 
cent while the mowed area had only a 19o'37 percent losso Indi.cations 
are that the ur.mo .ed are.:i. had a higher soedling ceath loss than 
the mowed area c.lthough more infonnation is needed. 
Tot.'ll percent seedling death loss was ~Boe? percent during 
f irs t ye:::.1• ' s developmert (Toble ~) o Switch grass, blue grarr.a, and 
TABLE 7 Death losses of various seedling grasses on mowed and \Ulllawed plots 
Mowed UnmC11Ved 
Plants Plants Death Plants Plants Death 
on on loss, on on loss, 
S,Eecies 8-8-6o 11-26-6o ~rcent 6-11-6o 11-12-6o ~rcent 




57 48 15.79 So 35 30.00 
Side-oats grama 
(Bouteloua curti,Eendula) 
3 2 33.33 3 o.o 
Sarni lovegrass 
(Eragrostis trichodes) 
1 1 o.o 
Crested wheatgrass 1 1 o.o 
(Agro;eyron cristatum) 




TABLE 8 Total percent death loss of various grass seedlings in 
the unmowed and mowed ar eas 
Species Percent death loss 
Plants present Plants present percent 
at first of at end of death 
season season loss 
Switch gras·s 78 48 38. 46 
(Panicum virgatum) 
Blue grama 107 83 22043 
(Bouteloua gracilis) 
Side- oats grams. 
(Bouteloua curtipendula) 0 5 16 .67 
Big bluestem 1 0 100.00 
(Andropogon gerardi) 
Sand lovegrass 
(Eragrostis trichodes) 1 1 o.o 
Crested wheatgrass l l OoO 
(Agropyron cristatum.) 
Total 194 138 2808'( 
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side-oats gran:a had a death loss of 38. 46, 22 . 43, and 16. 67 per-
cent, res1:ectively. Big blueste!!l, sand lovegrass, .md crested 
Hheatgrass were not abundant enough in the quad.rats to warrant any 
conclusions. 
Illustrations will ind.:.cate the intense competition between seed-
ed grasses a11d Yleeds more effectively than descript.ion. For exB.'11-
ple, typical switch grass plants in open areas of the urunowed area 
had produced flower stalks even though flower stalks '!:ere few ~d 
panicles were small. Just a few feet away, under a Russian thistle, 
switch grass plants were struggling for existence (Fig. 31) . SWitch 
grass growing under Russian thistle had a much elongated weak ~ulm 
indicating competition for light. t::arzy: basal leaves ,wre dead wr.ile 
a few of the upper leaves are curled indicating competition for 
moi,sture both in the open areas between weeds and under the weeds . 
Shoot hej_zht of switch grass in the open areas of the unmowed area 
was 23 inches while that under the Russian thistle was 13 inches . 
Typical blue grama plants in ope . areas of the unmowed were 
vigorous, robust, and had produced flower stalks compared to blue 
gra.ma subjected to severe competition by Russian thistle for light 
and moisture (Fig. 32) . Shoot height of blue grama in the open 
areas was 17 inches while shoot height of blue gra.J!l8. under the Rus-
sian thistle was only 6 inches • 
Typical side-oats grama plants responded similarly to compe-
tition. Shoot height of side-oats grama in the open areas was 24 
inches while compared to shoot height of 16 inches when growing under 
a Russian thistle (Fig . 33) . 
illustrations and data indicate that broadleaved herbaceous 
species hinder normal shoot developnent of seeded grasses by compet-
Fig. 31. Close-up of switch grass plants in the unmowed area. The 
plant on the left is from the open areas while the pl.ant on 
the right is from under a Russian thistle. 
)'0 
Fig. 32 Close-up of blue grarna plants in the unmowed area. The 
plant on the left is fro~ the open areas wtil~ ~he plant 
on the right is from under a Russian thistle. 
Fig . 33 Close- up of side- oats gram.a in the un'llowed area. The plant 
on the left is from the open areas wlu.le the pl .11t on the 
right is taken from the edge of a ~1s sian thistle. 
ing for light and soil .r.:.oisture. 
Root Development 
Root Develonment £f Seeded Crass3s 
Root bisects, excavated near tlie end of the e;rowing season of 
three important seeded grasses in each area, definitely indi::ated 
that mowing we~d_v species influenced root and shoot development of 
seeded grasses . Switch grass, side-oats ~ram.a, and blue grama were 
the g=asses in wh:ch root development was studied. Switch grass 
and side-oats grama responded similarly with respect to maximum 
root penetration, Ylorking depth, and lateral spread of roots v1hen 
mowing was initiated, while blue grama responded very little to 
mowing (Fig. 34). Comparisons of switch grass on the unmowed and 
mowed areas showed that switch grass of the fonner had a maximum 
root penetration of 5.b feet, working depth of 3 to 42 inches, and 
a lateral spread of 9 to 10 inches. Switch grass roots of the mowed 
area penetrated to 6. 5 feet, had working depth of 3 to 42 inches, 
and a lateral spread of 15 to 16 inches. Side-oats grama in the un-
mowed area, which responded much like switch grass, had a maxi.mum 
root penetration of 4. 8 feet, working depth of 3 to 36 inches, and 
a lateral spread of 11 to 12 inches compared with a lllB-'"d.mum root 
penetration of 6.1 feet, working depth of 3 to 48 inches, and a lat-
eral spread of 7 to 8 inches on the mowed area. Very little di.ffel'-
ence occurred ir. the develoIJllent of blue grama roots on either area 
(Fj~ • 34) • 
Root bisects were made of blue grama and Sl'litch grass in the un-
mowed area to detenn.ine root developnent in the middle of the grow-
ing season on July?. Blue g:rama had a maximum root penetration of 
Fig. 34. Comparative diagram of root bisects illustrating .maximum 
root penetration, working depth, and lateral spread of 
roots of switch grass, blue gr-o.ma, and side-oats grarr.a of 
the unmowed and mowed areas at the end of the 1960 grow-
ing season. 
of i .4 feet , uor ki ng depth of~ to 2:.! inches , nd a l a t e ral 
sprea d of 5 too inches while switch gr ass had a max:imum penetrat.-
i on of 1 . 8 feet. , ~or k:i.ng dcpt.h of o t.o 18 inches, and a lateral 
spread of 3 to 4 inches . Obviously, consideraole root develo:pnent 
occurred f rom July to October. Mci.ximum penetrat ion, 1orking dept h , 
and lateral spr ead of roous douoled or tripled by the end of the 
growing season. 
Switch grass and blue grama plant~ of the \UlJT.O, ed area, stunted 
due to v:eedy composition, were excavated to determine effects of com-
petir.ion for li"nt and soil moisture on development of the root 
system compared 1.ith sHitch grass a'1d blue grama plant:; of the open 
areas in t.he 1JJ1.:nowed a r eas . Bisects Here dug so thc.t sviitch grass 
and blue gr.:mia plant::. o:: the open areas .10uld be located s.t. o:1e end 
of the trench ,vhile stunted !)lants of swit.ch grass and blue era.ma would 
oe locat.ed approximately five feet a\1ay at the oti~er er,d of the trench 
under a large Russian thistle . Switch gras~ of the open areas in the 
un'llm,ed .:.roa had a maxi.."U.1.111 root penetration of 5. 6 feet , t orki.ng depth 
of 3 to inches, and a lateru.l spread of 9 to 10 inches while switch 
gr.:,.ss under the :1ussian thistle had a oax:imun root penetration of only 
4.o feet., ·,orld.ng depth of 6 to 36 inches, and later;il spread of 7 
to 8 inches (:.'ig . 35) . Blue gr2.rua had "" maxi.mum root penetration oi' 
5. 0 feet, , orking depth of 2 to 48 inches , and a la-ceral spread of 9 
t.o 10 inches in the open area while blue grama under a Russian thist.le 
had a maximum root penetr, tion of only 4.1 feet , orld.ng depth of 1 
'CO 38 inches, rnd a l ateral spread of 7 to 8 inches . D1t~ inQicate 
that clue groir.a. is affected ore by competit ion than switch grass in 
r oot antl shoot develop!:lent . Stunted blue grarna plants w ri.ch . ere 
located under Russian thistle seemed to be affected more by shading 
0 
SWlTCH GRASS (P.,.I) 
IUNMOWEOI 
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Fig. 35 Comparative d.idgrd.lll of root bisects illustnting mrud.Jl . ..un 
penetr-c:1:tion, wor king dept h, and la tera.l spread of sv11 tch 
gr-dss and blue grarna in the unmowed area at the end of the 
19o0 growing season. Each plant located to the left is 
from open areas while each plant located to the right is 
t ·rom under a Russian thistle. 
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than soil moi stur e while stem elongation of svd.tch grass indicat es 
better compet ition f or l ight than blue grama. 
Root Development of Weedy Species 
Root bisects were excavated of several important weedy species 
to <dletenuine thei r role in compet i t ion. Dominant weedy species 
which composed much of the underst ory during July were tumbleweed 
pi.gweed and tickle grass . Tumbleweed pigweed had a maximum root 
penetration of l . o, worldng depth of 1 to 16 inches , and a lateral 
spread of 0 to 2 inches (Fig. 36) . Tickle grass had maximum root 
penetration of 1. 8 f eet, working depth of 2 to 20 inches , and a lat-
eral spread of 7 to 8 inches. Weedy speci es which were important 
in the overstory during July were mare 1s tail and lambs- quarter goose-
foot . Mare 1s tail had a maximum root penetrati on of 4.4 feet, 
working depth of 3 t o 18 inches , and a l ateral spread of 16 to 18 
... 
inches. Lambs-quarter goosefoot had maximum root:' penetration of 5.9 
feet, worlcing depth of 1 to 36 inches, and a lateral spread of 10 
to J2 inches (Fig. 36) . Because of well- developed root systems of 
the weedy species , competition for habitat factors is undoubtedly 
severe and is an important influence on survival and development of 








Fig. 30. Comparative diagram of root bisects illust!'ating ma.x:i..mum 
root penetration, working depth, and lateral spread of 
tumbleweed pigweed, tickle grass, lambs-quarter goosefoot, 
and mare ' s- tail at maturity in mid- July, 1960. 
CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSION 
The degree of success obtained in estaolishing grasses in the 
Great Plains is greatly influenced by several factors such as climat-
ic conditions , amount of protective cover during seedling emergence, 
microcl:i.nt.ati c conditions, and management after establ ishment , although 
adapted varieties, t ime of seeding, rate and depth of seeding, and 
method of seeding are properl y administered. 
Cl:imatic conditions in the Great Plains Region vary from one year 
to another and even within the same growing season from one locality to 
another. For example, the annual precipitation at Burdett , Kansas , du~ 
ing 1960 was 5. lb inches below normal while the precipitation at Larned 
and Jetmore, both approximately G) ffi:iles from the study area, was 
slightly above normal . As a r esult of below normal preci pitation, 
drought persisted through the first five months of the growing season 
at the Burdett station. However, on the study area approximately six 
miles from Burdett , drought persisted only through three months of the 
growing season. 
Two critical periods occur red on the study ar ea during which mois-
ture was deficient and maximum temperatures ,·iere above normal . The 
fir st occurred in l ate June and lasted until first of August and the 
second occurred in late August and lasted until late September. Cli-
matic conditions alone can exert a great influence on the degree of 
success obtained in establishing grasses . 
The amount of mulch present on an area prior to seeding may be 
beneficial or may hinder the establishment of grass seedlings . During 
the early part of the growing season, mulch ai ded seedling emergence 
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by keeping the soil surface moist. Spr ing is a critical period during 
which grass seedlings are emerging. Probably the mortality rate during 
this period is vecy great, especiaJJ.y during fluct uating moist and dry 
cycles , thus stressing the importance of a good, even mulch stand for 
good grass establishment. If a good mulch stand is not established and 
is unevenly distri buted over the area poor stands of grass will likely 
result. However, a mulch stand can be a hindrance to the establi shment of 
a good grass stand. Tall, robust growth of sorghum may hinder grass 
seeding operati ons by preventing the drill disk from depositing seed be-
low the soil surface . Instead, seed will be broadcast on the soil sur-
face as much of the seed was during the seeding operations prior to this 
investigation. Placement of seed undoubtedly is an important factor de-
tennining s~ccess of seeding operations in western Kansa s and in other 
secti ons of t he Great Plains where annual rainfall does not exceed 20 in-
ches and extreme cyclic variations occur. When seed is placed in the soil, 
moisture conditi ons are more favorable and unifonn and will genn:inate 
more readilyo Seed broadcast on the soil surface is subjected to alter-
nating moist and rapid drying of the soil surface during hot days. How-
ever, in areas where rainfall is above ~0 inches, rainfall will generally 
be received often enough during the spring months to keep the soil surface 
moi st and, in many cases, cover the seed by water erosion. Mulch can be 
beneficial also in reducing excessi ve wind and water erosion during the 
spr ing months when seedlings emerge. 
Sorghum, when used for a cover crop, should not be allowed to produce 
seed but should be clipped to prevent production of a seed source which 
will compete the following spring when the grass seedlings emerge. Results 
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obtained in the study indicated growing sorghum wiJl hinder development 
of grass seedlings by using the soil moisture which was conserved by 
removing weedy competition. Results in the study indicate the seeding 
may have been more successful and the seedliP.gs more vigorous if 
sorghum regrowth was not a factor in competition. Regardless of the 
cover crop used, production of mature seed should be prevented so that 
emerging seedlings will not have any more competition other t han weeds . 
Generally, microclimate was more severe in the mowed area than in 
the u.nmowed· area as f ar as seeded grasses were concerned. For instance, 
wind velocities, evaporation, and soil temperature were usually higher i n 
the mowed than in the unmowed area . Thus , transp!hration rate of the seed-
ed grasses would likely be higher in the mowed than in unmowed area. 
However, on the unmowed a rea , because of the vigorous growth of weeds and 
exposure of· a l arger leaf area, transpiration would be greater even though 
evaporation and wind velocities were lower than the mowed area. Although 
water loss per unit area was p robably greater on the mowed area, more unit 
areas were present on the unmowed vegetation . 
Results i.ndicate that mowing had beneficial effects upon shoot and 
root development of the seeded grasses when weedy vegetation was removed. 
Although results indicate advantage of mowing, it is not the only method 
in controlling broad- leaved heroaceous plants and weedy grasses . Other 
methods , such as r:praying with selective herbicides, can be used and 
seeded grasses probably would respond f avorably to removal of weedy 
competition, providing that the herbicide was applied judieiously . Mowing 
can be harmful or wasted effort if initiated too l ate or too early in 
growing season. If mowing weedy competition is initiated too late, the 
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meristematic tip or the seeded plant may be removed, thus delaying 
plant development and decreasing the number of plants that would 
produce flower stalks during the first growing season. If mowing 
is initiated too early development of weed species will not be great-
ly retarded and young grass seedlings may be exposed to severe cli-
matic ai).d environmental conditions resulting in loss of grass s eed-
l ings . Mowing of seeded grasses should not be any l ater than mid-
July and· not any earlier than early June in central Kansas depending 
largely upon the annual rainfall and amount of weedy species present. 
'IWo mowings may be beneficial if weedy regrowth is p rompt and vigo?'-
ous , depending l argely on the season. Mowing, as a management practice, 
may be more affective during years when precipitation is below nonnal 
t han during years when precipitation is above nonna.l and competition 
for moisture i s not severe. Light then may become limiting under a 
heavy weedy cover . 
Only a f ew problems a.nd factors that might determine success or 
failure of grass establ ishment have been presented. After grasses 
have become established, proper management is essential for a product-
ive s eeded area. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY 
Much artificial seeding has been done in recent year s of 
vast cropland acreages retired under government contracts. Many 
problems in management of newly seeded grasses have thus arisen 
in t he Great Plains Region. A review of the literature indicates 
l i ttle research has been done concerning effects of weedy vegetation 
on development of first-year grass seedlings . The purpose of the 
study reported herein was to follow development of first- year grass 
seedlings when competing weedy vegetation was mowed and unmowed on 
an upland site. 
In 1958 the study a.rea, which has a total of 434 acres, was 
placed under a ten-year contract of the Federal Conservation Reserve 
known as the 11Soil Bank". The area was located adjacent to the 
Pawnee-Hodgeman County, Kansas, line . 
A sorghum cover crop was seeded in the spr:ing of 1959 to provide 
cover for establishment of grass see~s. 
The total acreage was seeded to grass on November 25, 1959, by 
means of tractor-drawn grass drills. Rate and mixture of seeded grass-
es wer e as follows : three pounds of blue grama per acre; three pounds 
of bluestem mix per acre which includes big bluestem, little blue-
s tem, Indian grass , and side-oats grama; and three pounds of switch 
grass per acre, with a total of nine pounds of grass seeded per acre. 
An upland site was selected for detailed study after seedling 
emergence. The site was divided equal.J.y into an unmowed and mowed 
area, each 300 feet wide and 1000 feet long, and lying adjacent to 
one another. 
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The area surrounding the unmowed area was mowed at an average 
height of seven inches by a self-propelled swather on July 14, 196Q. 
Mulch was clipped at four different dates to determine the 
amount of sor ghum mulch produced as well as to detennine the rate 
of decomposition throughout the year's growing season. 
-'lhe micro- climate was sampled with appropriate ins truments, such 
as hygrothermographs, Livingston porus- cup atmometers, soil thennomet-
ers, ],ight meter, and Biran anemometer. Factors measured were air 
temperature, relative hwnidity, evaporation, light intensity, soil 
temperature, and wind velocity on the mowed and unmowed area. 
A soil profile description was written and soil moistures were 
determined weekly for the growing season. 
A ~otal of 176 square- feet were taken to determine weedy plants 
per square-foot while a total of 1897 square- feet were taken to deter-
mine grass species per square-foot and percent flowering in both areas. 
A series of three list quadrats wer e established in both areas to 
detennine how each seeded species responded to weedy competition. List 
quadrats l'tere charted at the beginning and at the end of the growing 
season. 
Growth measurements were ma.de periodically for two important seed-
ed grasses and three important weedy species in both areas . 
Root bisects were excavated of the seeded grasses in both areas 
at the end of the growing season. Bisects were also made of a few of 
the more common weedy species of the study area. 
The study ~rea is located in the 20-to 24- inch rainfall belt. 
General environmental conditions during the growing season of 1960 
were below nonnal. Temperature was below the nonnal long- term aver-
age with the exception of peri odic hot, dry conditions prevailing fo r 
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several days and even weeks dur ing June, July, August,and September. 
The most critical per iod in the growing season occurred the firs t 
seven days in SeptEIIlber. 
Sorghum mulch, clipped on October 28, 1959, produced 3 . 53 tons per 
Gere. The amount of mulch left after one year of decomposition was 1.22 
tons per acre which is a loss of 2 . 31 tons. 
Soils of the study area consist primarily of three soil series in-
cluding •Ulysses silt loam, Hall silt loam, and Hastings-like silt loam. 
Ulysses silt loam composed the study area where much of the detailed 
study was conducted. Mechanical analysis indicated a high clay content 
in the last 4. 5 feet which is not usually typical of a Ulysses soil. 
Average available soil moisture in the first five feet of soil was 
the highest during May and June when rainfall was sufficient for no:nnal 
plant growth and lowest during July, August, and September. Lack of 
sufficient moisture during July, August, and September retarded vegetat-
ive growth or indiced do:rma.ncy until sufficient moisture was received 
from light showers to initiate new pl.ant growth. 
Generally, the mowed area had a higher percentage of available mois-
ture than the unmowed area with the exception of September when sorghum 
regrowth on the mowed area required more moisture than matured weedy 
species in the unmowed a rea . 
The weekly average maxim.um a ir temperature of the mowed area varied 
from. O to 50 1°F. cooler than the unmowed area. The temperature margin was 
greater during the weeks immediately following mowing the a rea while 
the temperature margin was not so pronounced at the end of the season 
when regrowth had occurred. 
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VTeekly average minimum air temperatures of the mowed a rea were 
several degrees cooler than on the unmowed area throughout the grow-
ing season with the exception of July 21 when the minim.um t emperature 
was high in the mowed area. 
Weekly maximum soil temperatures of the mowed a rea were generally 
several. degrees cooler than the unmowed a rea with the exception of 
August G5 when the maxi mum soil temperature of the mowed a rea was above 
that of :the unmowed area. The greatest difference in soil temperature 
between the mowed and unmowed areas occurred when the vegetation was 
clipped while t he smallest difference occurred the latter part of the 
g ro,T.i.ng season because of increased cover of sorghum regrowth and in-
creased soil moisture. 
We~y maximum soil temperature was closely correlated with week-
ly maximum air temperature of both a reas. Fluctuations in soil t em-
per ature generally were a week behind nuctuat ions in air tempera ture 
when soil moisture was relatively t.nifonn. 
Relative humidit.y did not vary g r eaUy between the unmowed and mow-
ed areas . 
Evaporat i on was greater in the mowed area than in the unmowed area 
throughout the growing season. Evaporation was greatest from the mowed 
a rea immediately af-cer clipping. With regrowt h of weeds and sor ghum in 
the mowed area, evaporation differences between t he unmowed a nd mowed 
a reas were not so great . Generally, evaporation was lowest during 
periods of precipitation and when wind velocities and air t emperatures 
were low. 
During the growing season, wind velocity was greater in the mowed 
a rea than in the unmowed area. \'lhen wind velocity increased evaporation 
r ate increased accordingly. 
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Lisght intensity in the mowed area generally was greater t han in 
the unmo,·1ed a rec1 due primarily to less shading by vegetation. Higher 
light intensity in the mowed area may be partially due to reflection 
from sorghum mulch present on the soil surface. Intensit:;y of li_ght is 
not a limiting factor for grovsth in the Great Plains except when weedy 
vegetation becomes dense enough to reduce quality and quantity of light 
reaching seeded gr asses beneath the weedy vegetation. 
Vegetation of the study area consisted of species bel onging to 
twenty-seven famili es . The grass family was composed of twenty genera with 
thirty species represented. The oroad- leaved herbaceous ple.nts represent-
ed twenty-six families and included forty- seven gener a with sixty differ-
ent species. 
The aspect of vegetat ion of the study area varied from month to month 
as different species grew to maturity and diminished so that later- matur-
ing species, which required the entire growing season for their develop-
ment and mat urity, were prominent. When grass seedlings emerged, veget-
ation of the study area primarily consist ed of four dominant species 
whi ch included, in order of importance, tansy must ard, volunteer wheat, 
narrow-leaved goosefoov, and mare ' s- tail. The dominant overs,:.ory species 
six week ' s l ater consi sted primarily of mare ' s tail, common sunflower, 
l ambs- quarter gooser'oot, prairie sunflower, and volunteer wheat , in order 
of importance, while t umoleweed pigweed, vol unteer sorghum, narrow-
leaved goosefoot, and fireweed composed the understory. 
The mowed area , appro.xima.vely a month after the area was mowed, was 
dom.inatea by sorghum and Russian thistle. HOl'1ever, in the unmowed area 
the overstory was dominaued, in order of importance, by mar e 1 s- ,:.ail, 
fireweed, Russian thistle, and common sunflower while sorghum, tickle 
grass and stinkgrass dominated the understory. 
Data indicated the unmowed and mowed a reas were very similar 
in vegetative distribution, composition, and density. However, 
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mowing greatly increased flower production of switch grass, blue grama, 
side- oats grama, Indian grass, little bluestem, crested wheatgrass , 
and sand dropseed. Flower production of big bluestem wheatgrass was 
not influ~nced by mowing . Generally, tall-and-mid grasses benefited 
most from .mowing. Therefore, mowing i s beneficial in increasing the 
number of plants producing flower stalks during the first season' s 
growth. 
Measurements of shoot height of switch grass and blue gram.al show-
ed that switch gras s responded more rapidly than blue grama to increas-
ed soil moi sture conditions when vegetation ,,as removed by mowing . 
Switch grass of the mowed area responded more rapidly to increased soil 
moisture following precipitation than switch grass of the unmov1ed area . 
Typical switch grass, blue grama, and side oats grama plants of 
the mowed area had much darker green healthy color, larger inflorescen-
ces , increased seed production, and shoot height was gr eater than the 
same plants from the unmowed area. 
Crown area of switch grass and blue grama increased more on the 
mowed than on the unmowed area . 
Counts of species on list quadrats showed t hat switch grass mor-
tality was 51 .2~ percent in the unmowed area which was higher than any 
of the species on either ar ea. Switch grass mortality on the mowed 
are~ w~s G4.3~ percent. Blue gr ama suffered a loss of J0.00 per cent 
on the unmowed area compared to 15. 79 percent loss on the mowed area. 
Indications are that plants durvive where competition is removed but 
data are meager and may not warrant absolu'te conclusions. Vlhether or 
not seeded grasses survive best when competition is mowed would re-
quire further study. Sufficient numbers of blne grama and switch 
grass seedlings were present to obtain a f a irly feliable measure of 
deat.h losses. other species were insufficient to wa rrant any defin-
ite conclusions . 
Total percent death loss from the unmowed area was 35. 79 percent 
while the mowed a rea had only a 19.37 percent . Indications a re toot 
the Ul'.Jllowed area had a higher seedling death loss than the mowed area 
although more info:nnation is needed . 
Typical switch grass and blue grama plants in open areas of the 
unmowed area were more vigorous, robust, and bad produced flower stalks 
compared to switch grass and blue grama plants subjected to severe 
competition by Russian t histle for light and soil moisture. Date in-
dicates that broad- leaved herbaceous species hinder nonnal shoot develop-
ment of seeded grasses by competing for light and available soil mois-
ture. 
Root bisects def initely indicated t hat mowing weedy species influen-
ced root and shoot development of seeded grasses . Switch grass and side-
oats grama responded similarly with respect to maxi mum root penetration, 
working depth, and lateral spread of roots when mowing was initiated, while 
blue grama responded very little t o mowing. Comparisons of switch grass 
on the unmowed and mowed areas showed that switch grass of the fonner had 
a maximum root penetration of 5. 0 feet and a lateral spread of 9 to 10 
inches while switch grass of t he latter had a maximum root penetration 
of 6 0 5 feet and a lateral spread of 15 to 16 inches . Working depth was 
the same for both areas which was 3 to 42 inches . Side- oats gra.ma. in 
the unmowed area, which responded much like swit.ch grass, had a maximum 
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root penetration of 601 feet, working depth of 3 to 48 inches, and 
a lateral. spread of 7 to 8 inches on the mowed area . Little differ-
ence occurred in developnent of blue grama roots on either a rea. 
Switch grass of the open areas in the unmowed a rea had a maximum 
root penetra'tion of 5. b feet, working depth of 3 to 42 inches, and a 
lateral spread of 9 to 10 inches while switch grass under the Russian 
thistle had a maximum root penetration of only 4. 6 feet, working depth 
of 6 to 3o inches , and a lateral spread of 7 to 8 inches. Blue grama 
had a maximum root penetration of 5. 6 feet, working depth of 2 to 48 
inches, and a l ateral spread of 9 to 10 inches in the open area while 
blue gram.a under a Russian thistle had a max:imum root penetration of 
only 4.1 feet, working depth of l to 38 inches, and a lateral. spread 
of 7 to 8 inches . Results indicate that hlue grama. is affected more 
by competition for light than for soil moi sture while stem elongation 
of switch grass indicates better competition for light than blue grama. 
Bisects made of four weedy species showed that mare I s tail and 
lamos-quarter goosefoot bad a maximum root penetration of 4. 4 feet and 
5. 9 feet, respectively. Tumbleweed pigweed and tickle grass had a max-
imum root penetration of 1 . 6 feet and 1 .8 feet, respectively. 
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TABLE 9 Seeding rate., pure live seed., origin, purity, germination, seeds per pound, and planned arrl 
established seedlings per square foot per pound of' seed 
Seedlings per 
square foot/l b . 
Amt. bulk Govt. Seeds of seed 
per acre., min. Purity Germ. per 
lbs. PIS PIS Oris.in E,!!rcent percent lb. Plan. Est. 
Blue grama 3 18 18.6 Trucas 29.5 63 800,000 1.025 .539 
(Bouteloua gracilis) 









Indian grass 115,ooo 
{Sor ghastrum nut.ans) 
Side- oats grama 
(Bouteloua curtiE,!!ndula) 
143,000 
Switch grass 3 6o 82 .5 Pawnee 99. 4L 83 2so,ooo 1.420 .529 




TABLE 10 A list of the vegetation including seeded grasses present on 
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